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For half a century immunology has accepted the faeous 
expression of Ehlrich of "Horror Autoxicus", implying that au 
organism will not react immunologically against the introduction 
of its own conetituents. It was later alleged by Metchnikoff 
(1905) however, that an animal can be immunized against its own 
spermatpeoa, the imune serum produced being called cytotoxic as 
it caused cell destruction. To be preoiee the spermatozoan is 
an organism itself and it is cuestionable whether this can be 
regarded as a typical case of autoimmunity to a homologous organ. 
However, since then many investigators have studied cytotoxic sera 
produced by injecting experimental animals with constituents of 
various organs. In most cases the sera have been prepared by the 
injection of heterologous organs, ie. organs from animals of another 
species or from aeother animal of the same species and when these 
sera containing hetero antibodies are introduced into the animal 
against whose tissue they have been formed it ha e been shown that 
in certain cases they will be fixed mainly, but not solely, on 
the corresponding organ. Cytological examination of such organs 
shows that in maï e. cases there is an appearance of lesions often 
very similar to those which occur naturally in animals and human 
subjects (Grabar 1957). On the basis of these experiments it has 
been suggested tnat in certain diseaees of man and animals the 
underlying pathological process may be the formation of autoantibodies 
and such diseases have been described as nautoallergic". (Olough 
(1960); Dixon (1958); Burnet (1959)). 5any attempts have been 
made to immunize experimental animals against their own organs in 
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in order to evoke the production of true autoa.nti odies but in 
most cases successful immunization has only been achieved with 
organs of other animals (Grabar 1957). 
Antibodies to a wide variety of tissues have been produced 
in experimental animals, generally with the aid of emulsified adjuvante 
containing killed bacilli (Freund and .oDermott 1942). Among the 
tissues used to induce the formation-of homo, hetero and autoantibodies 
are notably: - 
(1) Thyroid tissue (üä itebeky and Rose 1957) 
(2) Central nervous system tissue (Rivers, w =prunnt and Berry 1933) 
(3) Peripheral nervous system tissue (`akesman and Adams 1955) 
(4) Testes (Freund, Lipton, and Thompson (1953) 
(5) Uvea (Collins 1949) 
(6) Lens (1- reund, Thompson and Lipton 1955) 
(7) Liver tissue (Gear 1955) 
(8) Kidney tissue (Baxter and Goodman 1956) 
(9) Heart, skeletal muscle and connective tissue (Cavelti 1947) 
The precise mechanism of the autotmr;une process in 
most oases is not understood. serum factors possessing most or 
all of the generally accepted characteristics of autoantibociies 
have been demonstrated in serum in a variety of experimental and 
clinical lesions but due to the lack of specificity of the antigens 
observed in these instances, the exact nature of the antigenic) 
components reouired to initiate the response has, in most cases, 
remained obscure. As the tissue preparations used for immunization 
are obviously mixtures of antigens causing multiple antibody responses, 
it is possible that the antibodies detected in the sera of these ,/ 
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these experimental animals may be unrelated to the antibody or 
other pathologioel factor, reacting with and causing damage to, 
the tissue involved. Thie uncertainty has led to the alternative 
hypothesis that the appearance of these autoantibodies is indeed not 
related to an immunological response but that they are pathological 
proteine, produced by the patient or expeeimental animal, and repreeemt 
a eecondary manifestation of some primary disease process which happen 
to poses s the property of reacting with various tissue components. 
Never-the-lees during. the last two decades evidence for the 
occurence of auto-immunization in man has been accumulating and the 
eueetion of its clinical and pathological significance has become 
extremely important. 
(1) Autoantibodies in human sera. 
In 1938 Dameshek described oases of acute hemolytic anaemia 
believed to be due to the presence in the blood serum of auto- 
hemolysine or eutoantibodies directed against the patients own 
red calls, causing hemolysis. in vivo. These autohemolysins have 
since been physically and chemically characterized and it appears 
that they are 1-globulins with many of the properties of antibodies 
(Franklin, Holman and Kunkel. 1957). eutoantibodies to platelets 
and leukocytes have also been detected in the sera of patients with 
thrombocytopenia (Evans 1951) and leukopenia (Dameshek 1953) respect- 
ively. 
several hypotheses for this autoimmunization mechanism have 
been put forward. Dacie (1959) suggested that a modification of 
the red. cell occurs by bacterial, viral or enzyme action which 
renders it antigenic evoking the production of autoantibodies which 
cross react with the normal cells causing hemolysis in vivo., 
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Other workers have suggested that the basic lesion is a patholo7ical 
change in the antibody forming tissue leading to c lose of tolerance 
to the normal blood cell antigens (Mackay, Larkin and Burnet 1957). 
Although hemolytic anaemia is a prime example of autoantibody 
formation in man, no one hes yet produced an. auteantibody induced 
hemolytic anaemia in experimental animals. Conversely there are 
many examples of enpertmentally produced autcantibodies in animals 
accompanied by tisGue damage without concomitant evidence of similar 
autoanttbodies ocouring in the correspondine human pathological 
conditions. 
(2) ::x'71r1:iu.t(?j1mtibadeainar:imala. 
It has been suggested that lesions of the central nervous 
system, peripheral nervous system, tentes, uvea and lens are of an 
autoimmune nature on the basis of evidence which has arisen largely 
from auto, homo and hetero immune responses in experimental animals 
on injection of the appropriate tissues plus adjuvants. The clinical 
and pathological features involved in these experimental lesions 
resemble those found in certain human diseneee of unknown but sus- 
pected immunolcoAcal oriin an circuleting auto, homo or hetero 
immune antibodies have been demonstrated in the sera of these animals. 
It has thus been suggested that in the pethogenesie of the resulting 
lesion the hosts own tissues serve as target organs and are injured 
as a result of the immune renction. 
Autoimmune reactions have been postulated to operate, on 
thie basis, in the human disorders involving the sane organs or 
tissues. However, evidence for the support of the autoimmune 
pethogenesis of these lesions cannot he regarded as definitive / 
definitive fox two reasons, Firstly the diseases are produced in 
animals and it ie necessary to assume an identity between the ex- 
perimental lesions in the enimals and t'ne human disorder on the 
Weis of clinical and pathological comparisons, which are not 
entirely setiefactory; secondly, whilst an autoimmune pathogenesis 
for these disorders seems probable, final demonstration of the re- 
sponsible immunological ezent is lacking and attempts to transfer 
these diseeees pae-ively by cells or serum of the affected animal 
have been unsucceoeful. 
The destructive demyelineting and inflammatory lesions 
of the contrel nervous system seen in experimental allergic enceph- 
alomyelitie have been produced in monkeys and other animals by 
immunization with heterologoue, homolopoue snd even autologous 
central nervoue system tissue ;elvers, 'punt and Berry 1933). 
The simultaneous development OL cirouleting autoantibodies and of 
morpholomicel changes in the central nervous eyetem imply an 
immunoloeical basis for these lesions but it hes not, however, been 
possible to induce lesions of the central nervous system by transfer 
of serum, nor did the levels of circulatine antibody correlate with 
the degree of tissue damage. 
Demyelinating lesions of the peripheral nervous system 
have also been produced in experimental animals (Wakeman and 
Adams 1955). A condition known as experimental allergic neuritis 
was produced with the concomitant appearance in the sera of the 
experimental animals of complement fixing autoantibolles to the 
injected peripheral nerve tissue. The experimental lesion 
resembled in many ways acute infectious polyneuritis in man, 
Suggesting that an autoimmune mechanism may operate in the human 
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human disorder. 
The antigenicity of homologous spermatozoa has long been 
recognized Ofeetchnikoff 1905) but only relatively recently has 
testicular damage been aseociated with an immune response to 
testicular tissue antigens (Freund, Lipton, and Thompson 1953). 
The effective antigen was found only in homologous testes and the 
levels of complement fixing antibodies to teetioular tiesue in 
experimentally immunized animals roughly paralbla d the degree 
of testicular damage. The injection of homologous uvea plus 
Freunds adjuvant into experimental animals has in many cases 
produced en inflammatory reaction in the uvea (Collins 1949). 
The reactions were characterized by focal infiltrations of lympho . 
cytes and epitheloid cells in the uvea, an experimental lesion 
resembling that of sympathetic ophthalmia. of man, a disease suspected 
to be an autoimmune response to the antigens of the injured eye. 
The lens of the eye has also been suspected of autoantigenicity 
and lens tissue rill produce antibody responses when injected with 
Yreunde adjuvant into homologous hosts (Freund, Thompson end Lipton 
1955). 
(3) ii.711191111.11aILLIMAIMff..----------Allresemblinr7 those 
found in man. 
xperimental lesions similar to those found in man suffering 
from disorders of the thyroid, kidney and liver have been produced 
in animals by injection of homologous and heterologous tissue antigens. 
Not only have antibodies to the injected antigens been demonstrated 
in the sera of the experimental animals but similar autoantibodies 
have also been detected tu the sera of patients suffering from the 
corresponding thyroid (Roitt 1956 and 1957), kidney (Cavelti 1945) 
ai liver (Gear 19 and Gajdusek 1958) disorders. These / 
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These aiatoantibodies react with human and in some cases animal 
tissue antig'ens of the organs involved. The inference is that 
the autoantibn tes found in these patients may bear some relation 
to those produced in experimental animals and are believed to be 
either involved in the pathogenesis or produced ss the result of 
#iaf7nue damage. 
The immunological properties of thyroid tissue were 
recograi. Ted as early as 1927 when it was observed that antibodies 
a.pr.eoared in the serum of a rabbit which had received injections 
cf a. thyroid tissue extract from another species (Helstcaer 1927). 
Three decades later Witebaky and Rose (1956) a.ttempted to produce 
isoanttbodies by sensitizing a rabbit with the thyrogl.obulin of 
another rabbit. Sensitization was achieved by the injection of 
thyroid extract plus Freunds adjuvant and antibodies were detected 
by the agglutination of tanned. red cells sensitized with thyroid 
extract (Wi. t ebsky and Rose 1956). 
Subsecuently these workers challenged one of the fundamental 
concepts of i.'m::::una].o>a, that an animal will not produce antibodies 
to its own tissue proteins. They injected rabbits with extracts 
of their own thyroid glands and showed that $utoantibociies frec.uently 
ap:r. ea:red in their sera. It was also shown that the appearance of 
these a,utoantibadi.as wa.s accompanied by damage to animals own remain- 
thyroid gland and photomicrographs of the injured thyroid tissue 
showed lesions which closely resembled those obsi::rved; in iíaashimcata's 
disease of the thyroid (`,`i.tebsky and Rose 1957). This finding led 
to a search for autoantibodiea to thyroglobulin in the sera of patients 
with thyroid diseases and the role of autoimmune reactions in thyroid 
disorders in man was dramatically disclosed in 1956 when Sott et al. 
showed by a precipitation technique that the serum from patients / 
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patients with Hashimoto's thyroiditis contained an antibody to a 
constituent of human thyroid tissue (ïioitt, Doniach an Campbell 
1956) . Antibodies to thyroglobulin were also found. in cases of 
subacute thyroiditis and primary myxodema. Precipitin reactions 
tended to be the highest in untreated patients and. lower in patients 
treated with desiccated thyroid preparations, after thyroidsctomy 
or myxodema had set in the precipitin reaction often disappeared. 
On the basis of these findings Roitt and Doniach suggested that 
some mechanists gust initially permit the release of thyroglobulin 
from the follicles whereupon a lynaphadenoid response occurs and 
the thyroid gland is infiltrated by lymphoid tissue. Antibodies 
to thyroglobulin are produced and a chain reaction is set in motion 
causing further epithelial damage and further escape of thyroglobulin 
(Eoitt and Doniach 1957) . 
The evidence that autoimAunity is involved in certain 
renal disorders is indirect but never -the -less suggestive. In 
1934 Masugi produced experimental nephritis in animals by the 
injection of nephrotoxic serum and found that a whole spectrum of 
renal lesions resulted, from those characteristic of a progressive 
nephritis to the appar'ntly reversible glomerular changes associated 
with massive proteinuria. Cavelti (1945) observed that rats injected 
with mixtures of homologous or autologous kidney tissue with killed 
IN -hemolytic streptococci developed morphological_ and functional 
renal changes suggestive of glomerular nephritis. He also demon- 
strated the presence of antibodies to the injected antigens in the 
sera of these animals. Acute glomerular nephritis tends to follow 
an injection with group A streptococci after an interval of about 
three days. Organisms are not found. in the renal lesions and it 
has been shown that serum complement is low or absent during the / 
tha acute phase (Kellet and Thomson 1939), suggesting that some 
substance is released by the streptococci which is itself antigenic 
or reacts with some glomerular constituent rendering it antigenic; 
the interval between infection and onset of the diseaee representing 
the time reouired for antibody formation. 
Liu and McCrory (1953) investigated a larree number of 
human sera for antibodies to human kidney by the agglutination of 
tanned sheep cells coated with human renal hntigen and reported 
signifioant titres in 711 of the oases of acute glomerulnr nephritis 
tested and in 3% of the cases o nephrotio syndrome. On the 
basis of these results it seems feasible to assume th,rt some com- 
ponent of kidney tissue is rendered antigenic, by the streptoccocal 
infection, invoking the production of antibodies which by their 
reaction with renal tissue in vi lro precipitate glomerular lesions 
ano can be detected in the serum by in vitro techniques. 
I 195 :Isar observed that an extract of the liver of a 
monkey dead of yellow fever stimulated antibody formation in another 
monkey but liver extracts of a normal monkey did not, indicatincr 
that some alteration of the liver cells is reouired to render the 
liver tissue antigenic. He also snowed that erun nf a patient 
convalescent from viral hepatitis gave a positive precipitin reaction 
with the serum from one in the acute phase and showed that tne antigen 
was not the virus but some dorivitive of liver tissue. The inference 
here is that some component of liver tissue is rendered antigenic by 
virus interaction and on liberation into the circulation during the 
acute phase of hepatitis st1mul2tes tae production of antibodies 
which make their appearance during the convalescent phase. 
Gajdusek (1958) in an extensive investigation of liver, 
kidney, the ooll%gen diseases and certain para-proteinaemias in / 
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in man found poeitive complement fixetion reactions between 6 
variety o1 human tissue antigens including saline suepeneione of 
normal liver, kidney, skeletal mueole and spleen tissue and the 
sera from patients suffering from acute viral hepatitis, lueoid 
hepatitis, primary noned3ntructive biliary cirrhosis, diesemin- 
ated lupus erythematosus and certain paraproteinaemias, disuses 
for which autoimmune mechanisms of pathogenesis have been prorosed. 
He reported that the se ia of certain patients with acute rheumatic 
fever and acute glomerular nephritis gave poeitive reaetions with 
liver and kidney tissue. Sera from patients with disseminated 
lupus erythematosus, multiple myeloma and macroglobulinaemia also 
reacted in certain canes with liver and kidney extracts. Diverse 
hepatic diseases, incindLne- viral hepatitis and biliary oirrhelie, 
were reported to show a hiRh incidence of positive autoimmune 
complement fixation reactions with liver extracts and kidney extracts, 
positive reactions in the first two months of acute viral hepetitis 
tended to be the moat frequent. No strict organ specificity wes 
observed in these reactions awl certain hepatic sera also gave 
poaitiee reactions with extracts of muecle, spleen and kidney tissue. 
Nor were the reactions species specific and high titre positive 
sera also reacted with rat organ entirens. 
The non specificity of these reactions miFht seem t-e 
favour the view that the activity of these proteine is non-irmuno- 
loeical in the newt of classical immunolorical concepts but these 
authcre (lajdusek and rackay 1958) believe that Lae cross reactions 
can more plausibly be explained by the supposition that the antiFenic 
stimuli which evoke the production of the serum reagents are complex 
and oommon to a wide variety of tissue cells. 
1 
(A) The 001:1a;*ert ?iiieslIas 
The collagen diseases constitute an important group cf 
disorders which possibly involve autoimmune mechanisms. In the 
rheumatism Troup two antibody-like substances, the liipus «rythen- 
atosus (LE) factor rnd the rheumatoid arthritis WA) factor have 
been studied immunologically and several workers have attempted to 
attribute to them a sp,, cá fic antigen (Bywaters 1959) . The LE 
factor meets man.y of the criteria of z nti.bocty (Hargraves, Richmond 
and Morton 14 18) and_ can be transmitted by intravenous inj eotiQn 
of LE serum in both man a.nd guinea pig. It migrates with the ér - 
globulins on electrophoresis and has the same sedimentation constant 
ae the normal, low molecular weight á-,;iobulins (Carlson and Fo1.1.er.ber* 
(1958) . It is believed to consist of several related factors dir- 
eoted towards various nuclear components, including the desoxy ribose 
nucleic acid (DNA), nucleoprotein and histones. It also reacts 
with DNA of many species from baútrricgahage to man (Deicher, Holman 
and Kunkel. (1T1;ç) and Ho3.boaow (1957). 
Friou et al (1958) using frozen tissue slicen or w;zite cell 
smears showed that the LE factor will deposit Ó-globulil.xa on exposed 
nuclei which can be detect#d by subsequent stai.nint'. with fluorescent 
anti-human globulin. T}ic, relationship of the factor to the 
disease process is uncertain and it is not known whether it :s 
volved in the aetiology of the lesions or if it is an epiphenoMenon 
produced during the disease process. 
The possibility that rheumatoid arthritis ha.s an immuno- 
logical basis has long been entertained but with insufficient evidence. 
Reoently, however, evidence regarding its close relationship with 
lupus erythematosus has been obta.i.ned and it has been observed trat 
one of the many manifestations of lupus is rheumatoid arthritis / 
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arthritis and a number of patients with rheumatoid arthritis 
possess the LE factor in their sera and give a positive LE cell 
test (Xunkel 1959). The rheumatoid factor has many of the 
properties of an antibody and has been characterized as a hinh 
molecular 7eight r-globulin which will combine with partially 
denatured Ir-globulin in several iniltunological reactions (Heisler, 
Federico and freyberg 1958; Kunke3) Yranklin and Muller-:berhard 
1959). its role in the aetiology of rheumatoid arthritis has 
not been established but Parson (1956) has reported the production 
of an extensive polyarthritis in rats following injections of 
macerated homolowous muscle in Freunde adjuvant. The arthritis 
most frecuently involved the tarsal joints and left residual per- 
manent arthritic lesions such as ankylosis. If this disorder 
Could be established as an autoimoine reaction it would be an 
ortant developmont in the understanding of the aetiology of the 
rheumatoid diseases. 
Cavelti (1945) demonstrated the presence of autoantibodies 
to human heart tissue in the sera of 751, of the patients tested 
with acute rheumatic fever. "i,xporiments with rats showed that 
animals immunized with homolortous tissues of heart, skeletal muscle 
and connective tissue tu conjunction with killed streptococci devel- 
oped cardiac lesions which resembled those seen in cases of rheumatic) 
fever (Cavelti F347). On the basis of these results he surrcrested 
that in cases of rheumatic fever autoantibodies are produced to 
heart muscle and connective tissue components which have been ran . 
dered antio.enie by streptococcal infection and by combimtion with 
these antigrens situated in vivo are capable of actin as patholtenic 
agents leading to tissue damage. From the in vitro studies it 
appeared that once tne formation of the autoantibodies had been / 
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been invoked the stropt000ccal infection was no longer necessary 
for the ensueing reaction of these autoantibodies with the tissues, 
am the experimental autoantibodies reacted in vitro with the un,.. 
modified tissue component. This hypothesis would explain the 
relationship between the streptococcal infection and the rheumatic 
fever, the interval between the two corresponding to the time 
necessary fox the formation of autoantibodies which represent the 
pathogenic agents of rheumatic fever. It ha lso been implied 
that immunological mechanisms are involved in cases of myocardial 
infarction when there is no evidence of a preceding streptocoocal 
infection and Dornbusch (1957) demonstrated the presence of heart 
specific autoantibodies in the sera of certain patients following 
myocordial infarction. 
flxeortesof the autoimuune phenomenon, 
Many attempts to describe the fundamental proceso-es 
Involved in the autoimmune restonse have been mode, especially 
doAring the last decade. Until comparatively recently the most 
widely accepted hypothesis reconciled classical ixonnological 
theory with the problem of autoimmunity (Grabar 1957). It has 
been suggested that under certain conditions, a a consequence of 
trauma or infection some normal constituents of an organ or oell 
are transformed, modified or denatured to such an extent Coat taey 
become "foreign to the organism which reacts by the formation of 
antibodies to them. If the modification is persistent te. if 
there is a latent infection which provokes a continuous modifiootion 
of normal components, a continuous formation of antibodies moy result 
which react with the modified antigen and ultimately induce tissue 
lesions. On the other hand if the modification is only temporary, / 
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temporary, the antibody produced against the modified constituent 
may also react with the normal body component by a cross reaction 
due to the presence in the normal constituent of chemical groupings 
similar to those in the modified component which originally invoked 
Production of the antibody. 
An alternative hypothesis which hae recently gained :such 
support was put forward by Burnet ( 1959) in his "clonal selection" 
theory of antibody production. This hypothesis is based on an 
abnormality of the antibody producing. cells and allows the antigen 
no part in impression of pattern on the antibody molecule as in the 
classical theories of immunology. Burnet postulates that the cap- 
acity to prodi e a given antibody is determined genetically by certain 
clones of nae enchyTmel cells, the function of the antigen being to 
stimulate the cells of these clones to proliferate and to produce 
antibody. The main premise of this theory is that contact of 
antibody producing cells with the corresponding antigen in embryonic 
life results in the elimination of these cells rendering the organism 
tolerant to such antigens. In the second half of embryonic life a 
range of residual clones remain which are capable of reacting only 
with potential foreign antigens which were not present in the organism 
d.urinc embryonic life. P.fter birth, however, contact with antigenic 
material causes proliferation. of the corresponding clones and stim- 
ulation of antibody production, but if during adult life ra.ndem 
mutation occurs retch results in the production of patterns reactive 
against bey constituent- a homeostatic mechanism results in the 
elimination of such "forbidden clones" by contact with small con - 
centrations of the antigen. Burnet suggests that the autoimmune 
diseases may be regarded as examples yes of failure of such homeostatic 
mecha.nismawhereby "forbidden clones" are allowed to proliferate / 
proliferate and to produce antibodies. Tissue damage is postulated 
to arise, on this basis, as the result of a viscious circle wherein 
the antigenic) determinant is liberated from the target organ in 
increased amounts following antibody tissue interaction. 
The existence of autoimmune reactions almoet exclusively 
in diseaaes wherein self inflicted immunological damage har long 
been suspected to be of aetiological significance justifies further 
study of such reactions in all stages of ilinese espeoially in the 
collagen disease group and other entities suspected to be auto- 
aggresive phenomena 
One may speculate that any process leading to in abnormal 
destruction of tissue may give rise to conditions conducive to the 
evokation of euch autoimmune responses and it io reasonable to 
suspect that pathologic eutoimune reagents may be found in the sera 
nt some stage during the course of a wide variety of lesions 'uen as 
those encountered in burns, radiation injuries, fractures or crush 
injuries, pulmonary embolism, myocardial damaee, viral infections 
and malignant neoplasms, when damaged or partially denatured material 
is made accessible to the antibody producing cells and due to failure 
of some homeostatic wechanism invokes the production of autoantibolies. 
PART I 
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Introduction to the roblem of autoantibodiee in liver disease. 
ince Gajdusek (1958) reported the presence of autoantibodies 
to extracts o' human liver tissue in the sera. of a large proportion 
of patients with hepetobellular lesions it has been suggested (Gajdusek 
end Lackey 1958) that the onset of the immune reaction may character- 
ize the transition from an acute to h chronic etage of hepatitis and 
it is known that the low titre positive results found in infective 
hepatitis sera frequently become negative coincident with recovery. 
Gajdusek did not define the precise antigenic components 
in the liver extracts but it is probable that several of the hepetic 
cell proteins may be rendered antigenic because of some modification 
of chemical pattern caUsed by viral, enzymatic or toxic action or 
because components normally inacceesible to immunological processes 
have been made available and elicited the production of autoantibodies. 
The alternative explanation is that these autoimmune reactions 
observed are merely a manifestation of an adventitious reactivity of 
serum globulins and not the result of a specific reeponee to a tissue 
antigen. The serum reagents described by Gajdusek had, however, 
many of the properties of antibodies. They were shown to be present 
in the slow)- globulin fraction on paper electrophoresis; they 
are stable to heat at 5600 but have an increasing instability above 
6000 and in antibody titratione they exhibit typical prozonea 
(Gajdusek 1958). 
On the assumption that these proteins which react with 
liver extracts ere in fact true autoantibodies, it was proposed 
to search for the presence of an antibody to one specific liver cell 
protein which may have been formed by an analogous mechanism to the 
autoantibodies in Hashimoto's disease of the thyroid. when auto/ 
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autoantiboeies to a specific protein of thyroid tissue, thyroglobulin, 
have been demonstrated in the serum (Roitt, Doniach and Campbell 1'456). 
These workers demonstrated precipitin reactions and agglutination of 
tanned erythrocytes by the sera of patients who had undergone lymph- 
adenoid infiltration of the thyroid gland and purified preparations 
of human thyroglobulin. They suggested that there patients were 
ieemunized against their own thyroglobulin and that destruction of 
the thyroid -tissue occured as a result of the'progressive interaction 
of the thyroglobulin in the tissue with autoantibodies in the serum 
(Doniach and Hoitt 1957). 
(ii 
There is evidence that there is a marked elevation of 
certain plasma enzymes in patients with acute hepatocellular lesions 
(olander .roblewski and La Due 1955; est and. Zimmerman 1959). 
Increases in the levels of glutamic-oxalo acetic transaminase, 
glutamic-pyruvic transaminaee, lactic dehydrogenase, aldolase, 
isomerase and mane dehydrogenase were reported ( est and Zimmerman 
1959). Elevation of lactic dehydrogenaee have been demonstrated 
in the sera of 33 of the patients with hepatic cirrhosis tested 
and in 667, of those tested With infective hepatitis (Zimmerman and 
'A1einstein 1956). The elevations were found to occur predominantly 
in the early stages and to return to normal levels about three weeks 
after the onset, coincident with recovery. 
On the hypothesis that virus multiplication in the liver cell 
may render such proteins antigenic and capable of initiatin7 auto- 
immunization phenomena, liver lactic dehydrogenase (LDH) was selected 
as a model protein and antibodies to purified human liver lactic 
dehydrogenase were sou7ht in the c'era of patients suffering from 
acute and chronic hepatocellular lesions (Burton, Kerr and. Frazer 
1959). It was proposed to test for the presence of such an / 
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an antibody by biochemical and immunological procedures end if 
possible to study its properties. 
Enzymes, like other proteins, may be antigenic and their 
catalytic action is generally reduced by the presence of the 
corresponding antibody. A plot of residual enzyme activity as 
a function of the quaYntity of antibody added to a constant amount 
of enzyme shows, at first a linear decrease, then a. deviation from 
linearity and finally a residual level of activity which is only 
slightly; influenced by further addition of antibody (Cinader 1957) . 
Complete inhibition may be obtained in some casee but in the ease of 
L41 between 45 and 98% inhibition of the enzyme activity has been 
brought about by a specific immune antiserum (Kubowitz and Ott 1943; 
Benton, Mansour and Iiueding 1955; Wroblewski 1958) . ` 'roblewski 
(1958) produced antibodies, which were inhibitory to rabbit muscle 
L''!i, in roosters by intravenous and subcutaneous injection of the 
purified enzyme. He found that the anti-10H activity appeared 
in the serum about three days after injection and declined sub- 
sequently as the precipitin titre was rising. The percentage 
inhibition of the LDH was measured by the ad¡iition of the antiserum 
to a given amount of enzyme of known activity and calculated from 
the equation:- 
(L:}í activity LDH activity) (LDH activity of) 
% Inhibition a; of + in anti- ) ( r4xture x l' 
enzyme enzyme (LDH activity of) 
preparation ( 
Up to 98.7,' inhibition of purified rabbit LAI I was obtained with the 
purified antienzyme and it was found that there wa s an increase in 
precipitin activity of the sera with the enzyme whilst the anti -LUf 
inhibition titre was decreasing, sui.7resting that the inhibitory / 
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inhibitory antibody was different from tho precipitating antibody 
(Najjar and Fisher 1956). 
Renton (Henion, 1(ansour and Buedinx 1955) showed that 
the sera of roosters injected with rabbit muscle LDH caused in- 
hibition of the activity of rabbit and r at muscle LDH and also 
that antisera prepared aleatnst Schistosoma mansoni LDH caused a 
marked reduction in the activity of ::chistosoma LDH. itansour, 
Buudtn and átaviteky (19 4) tested for precipitating and ae:elut- 
inating properties of the rabbit muscle antienzyme by the method 
of Boyd (1947) and the tanned oeil agglutination method of Hoyden 
(1951) and modified by Stavitsky (1954) respectively. All attempts 
to demonstrate precipitation of the enzyme or a-y°lutination of en- 
zyme treated red cells with the antisera were, however, consistently 
negative. 
In this investigation it was proposed to prepare human 
liver LIT in a highly purified form and to test for any inhibition 
of its activity following incubation with the sera of patients 
suffering from necrotic lesions of the liver by a method similar 
to that used by eroblewski (1958). 
In order to detect antibodies to human liver Lßí which 
were not necessarily inhibitory to LDH activity such as the secondary 
antibody observed in ''4roblewski's experiments, it was proposed to 
test the sera by the sensitive Boyden haema;glutination technique 
(Boyden 1951). 
In order to test, experimentally, the hypothesis that the 
presence of circulating antibodies to liver cell components may 
exert a oytotoxic effeot on the liver tissue resulting in necrotic 
.lesions, it was proposed to immunize rats with homologous rat liver 
lactic dehydrogenase and to examine histologically the liver of / 
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of the rats after the appearance, if any, of antibodies had 
occured. 
PART I 
,REAGENTp and bIETHOD9 
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(1) Bloch mical irvesti rat' pan ci autoantibodies. 
c.5 c3dimds- i:otate. 
BDH lactic acid was diluted with an equal volume of distilled water. 
To 10mis of the diluted solution 5N. sodium hydroxide was added until 
the solution was alkaline to phenol phthalein. Tie solution was 
heated to 8000 to hydrolyse the inner ester and more sodium hydroxide 
was added until the solution remained neutral. It was then diluted 
to 94mla with distilled water. 
0.33M sodium d 1 -laot. te. 
5mis of 50% BDH lactic acid was titrated with sodium hydroxide until 
the PH = 8.0. The solution was then diluted to l4Omis with dist- 
illed water. 
2 10 -2M iii h s ho ridiße uc eoti (DPn) 
26,6 mgm:s DPN (supplied by Bilehringer) were dissolved in 1.Oml distilled 
water. N. sodium hydroxide was added until the PH w 6.0 and the 
solution was diluted to 2 mis and stored at 500. 
1 x 10 -2M DPI . 
A stock solution was made up by dissolving 6.65 mgms /ml DPN in 
barbiturate buffer PH 8.0. The solution was diluted to a 9 x 10-4m 
solution for use. 
O.1M glycine buffer PH 10.0 
0.75 gms 'BDH Reagent Grade' glycine was dissolved up in 95 mi s 
distilled water and the PH adjusted to PH 10.0 with 5H. sodium 
hydroxide. The volume was made up to 100 mis. 
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1!.; barbiturate buffer PH8.6 
87.1 mis O.1íÚ 'Allele?' sodium barbiturate and 12.9 mis 0.1M 
hydrochloric acid were mixed and the PH was adjusted to 8.6. 
0.1y_pho phot e buffer PH 7.8 
90 mis 0.1 ' ánalaT' sodium phosphate (Na2 HPO4. 7H20 ) and 10 mis 
0.1U sodium di hydrogen phosphate (H 2PO4.2H20) were mixed and the 
PH adjusted to 7.8. 
Optical d_ city rasa rement were carried out in a 'Unigarn' S.P.500 
instrument. 
PPrre rati n f huuman 11ver lactic deh dro mass. 
The human liver lactic dehydrogena° e used in these experiments was 
prepared by the method of Gibson et al (Gibson, Davisson, Bachhawat, 
-Roy, Vestling 1953) by Dr. Lynda Kerr. The activity was assayed 
at each purification stare by the method of Gibson et al. 
Assay óf ¡4DH preoarecl f__ rom human liver. 
The LDl-; fractions obtained in the successive stages of purification 
were assayed by measuring the initial rate of formation of reduced 
diphosphopyridine nucleotide (DPNH) from diphosphopyridine nucleotide 
(DPP) by the enzyme preparation in the presence of lactate. The 
reaction was carried out in barbiturate buffer at room temperature 
and the rate of formation of DPNH was followed by mea. uring the 
change in optical density of the solution at 340ev..over the first 
three minutes of tige reaction at 30 second intervals. 
The reaction mixture consisted cf:- 
1.0 mi 0.1OM Barbiturate buffer PH 8.6 
1,0 ml 0.33M Sodium d 1- lactate 
0.5 ml 9 It 10-4bí DPN 
0.5 ml enzyme solution 
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The DPN was added at zero time and the optical density was read 
against a blank solution containing no enzyme. From the equation 
d(DPNH) = K : E /m1 the activity was defined as the concentration 
At 
per ml. of enzyme (E) wwhich.would effect a change in optical density 
of 0.005 unit in 5 seconds at the onset of the reaction when .00 
was Almost constant. The protein concentration (P) of the fractions 
was measured by the optical density at 2B0esa.nd the specific 
activities were calculated for each purification stage. 
: lectro acetic an..1 sis of human 1iv ;r LDH 
A solution of purified human liver LDH prepared by the 
method of Gibson et al (1953) containing 1.2 mgms /ml protein was 
analysed on cellulose acetate paper at PH 8.6 in barbitoraebuffer. 
19k,ml of solution was applied to the strip and a current of 5m amps 
at 115 volts was applied for 1.75 hour. The strip was then out 
longitudinally into two portions. One portion was stained with 
Lissamine green lye and the other portion was cut horizontally into 
three zones comprising, the origin ie. the line of application of 
the solution, the zone on the anode side of the origin and the zone 
on the cathode side of the origin. The protein was eluted from 
all three bans by barbitone buffer and the L13H activity was esti- 
mated on 0.5 ml aliaucte by the method of Gibson et al (1953) . 
The dye was eluted from the bands of the stained strip by 60% acetic 
acid and the peroenta -e of the total protein present in each band 
was calculated from the optical densities at 630..,,,,, 
(I.P. This analysis was carried out by Dr. Lynda Kerr by the method 
of Kehn (1960) described later in this section). 
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Estimation of lactic dehydrogenase activity in human sera. 
The method used for estimation of LDH levels in normal 
and pathological human sera was a modification of that used by 
Zimmerman and Feinstein (1956). It. was based on the reduction of 
DPN in the presence of excess lactate by the serum at PH 10.0. 
The DPNH produced in a given time was measured by the change in 
optical density at 340n9, 
The reaction mixture consisted of:- 
0.30 ml o .lige glycine buffer PH 10.0 
0.40 ml 0.5M soptium d 1- lactate. 
0.02 ml 2 x 10-ì:t . DPN . 
0.02 ml serum. 
The DPN was added at zero time and the solutions were incubated at 
3700 for 30 mine. The reaction was terminated by plunging the 
tubes into boiling water for exactly 3 mine. After cooling the 
optical densities of the solutions were read against a no substrate 
blank solution at 340 ),., 
The LDH activity was represented by the amount of DPNH 
produced in a system containing lactate minus the amount in a system 
without lactate. The moles DPNH formed were calculated from the 
measured optical density with the use of the molar extinction coeficient 
for DPNH. (Horecker and Kornberg 1948). The LDH activity of the 
serum was expressed as,poles DPNH released per 100 ml, serum and 
calculated from the expression : - 
log I go ecl moles /ml 
Io 
o = optical density x 106 
6.22 x 106 
, moles /m1 
0 = optical density x 5000 moles DPNH /100 mis serum 
where 
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e 6.22 x 1o6 
0 - concentration 
1 = length of light path. 
Inhibition test for antijactic Iggyaagamm. 
The activity of a solution of purified LDH prepared from 
human liver by the method. of Gibson .et al (1953) was assayed by 
the method of Zimmerman and Weinstein (1950.. The LDH levels in 
the sera. of 8 patients with hepatocellular lesions were estimated. 
seoual volumes of enzyme solution and serum, diluted or undiluted, 
were incubated together for 2 hours at 3700 and placed in the fridge 
at 500 overnight. The LDH activity of the final mixture was then 
estimated and compared with the theoretical value. The percentaee 
error for the optical density readings was 2 end this was taken 
into account when comparing experimental and theoretical values. 
If LDH activity of the enzyme = E units 
and LDH activity of the serum = S units 
Theoretical activity of a mixture containing 
ecual volumes of E and $ = units. 





Human Group 0 Rhesus negative blood. 
This was collected in an acid citrate-dextrose solution (1 volume 
citrate-dextrose : 5 volumes blood) and supplied weekly by the 
oottish National Blood. Transfusion hnsociation, Réyal Infirmary, 
Edinburgh. 
Tannic Acid, 
A 4 solution of BUR tannic acid powder was made up daily in 0.0 
sodium chloride and diluted to 140,000 with phosphate buffered saline 
Ph 8.0. 
1 II t e buffered 
1132.8 mIs 0.15M sodium phosphate (anhydrous); 67.2 mis 0.15U 
potassium dihydrogen phosphate and 1200 mie 0.15M sodium chloride 
were mixed and the PR adjusted to 8.0 with N. sodium carbonate. 
Human liver lactic dehydrogenase. 
This was prepared by Dr. Lynda Kerr in this laboratory by tne 
method of Gibson et al (1953). 
Human seEeLSALLIELL 
Supplied by the Scottish National Blood Transfusion Association 
(S.E. Region laboratory), hoyal Infirmary, Edinburgh, through the 
courtesy of Dr. Cumming. 
Bovine serum Cohn FIT 
'..upplied by Armours Laboratories Ltd. 
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The investigation of antibodies in the sera of patients 
suffering from acute and chronic hepetocellular lesions was carried 
out by a modification of the haemagglutination technique of Boyden 
(1951) as described by e11er et al (1955). 
The mechanism of this reaction depends on the agglutination 
ef red blood corpuscles, coated or "sensitized" with a given protein 
antigen, by sera containing a specific antibody to, or an antibody 
capable of reacting' with the sensitizing protein. The red cells 
axe tanned by treatment with a dilute solution of tannic acid in 
order to render them receptive to the sensitizing antigen. Theee 
tanned and sensitized corpuscles are then added to serial dilutions 
of the test sera and incubated at 370c. Agglutination of the sensi- 
tized cells occurs when an antibody capable of combination with the 
antigen on the eurface of the cell is present in sufficiently high 
concentration in the serum. 
The main advantage of the haemagglutination technique is 
its great sensitivity. It has been shown (Staviteky 1954) to be 
more sensitive to the presence of antibody than the precipitin 
reaction (Martin 1943), the complement fixation reaction (3tavitsky, 
'etavitsky and Ecker 1949) and the agglutination of collodion particles 
(Cannon and Marshall 1946). On account of this sensitivity, however, 
particular attention must be paid to control reactions in which neg- 
ative sera and positive sera of known titre must be included to ensure 
that non-specific agglutination does not occur. 
The haemagglutination technique is capable of detecting 
non-precipitating antibodies (Borduas and Grabar 1953) in sera / 
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sera when the antibody is present in too low a concentration for a 
visible precipitin reaction or when the low avidity and non- 
pracipitability or eera is due to a physical characteristic of 
the antibody, such as high solubility, when the solubility of the 
particulate antigen-antibody complex may be lese than that of the 
soluble antigen-antibody complex and agglutination is favoured by 
conversion of the antigen to a particle. 
11114nroonAs-rli 
Human group () ellesus negative blood cells were washed four 
times with 0.9% sodium chloride solution and once with phosphate 
buffered saline Ph 8.o. The cells were suspended in buffered 
saline to give a 331/3% suspension. 2 volumes of a 1:40,000 
solution of tannic acid was added per 1 volume of packed red cells, 
the mixture ras agitated and incubated at 38°c for 10 mins. The 
cells were washed twice with buffered saline and reconstituted to 
a 331/31, suspension. 2 volumes of the sensitizing protein solution 
was added for each volume of cell suspension. The concentration 
of the sensitizing protein varied from 1-2 e/ml, The mixture 
was then incubated at 38°C for 30 mins, after which the °ells were 
washed three times with buffered saline. The cell suspension was 
made up to 0.5% with buffered saline. 
nera from patients suffering from a variety of hepatocellular 
lesions were tested. Positive control sera of known titre, 
from patients suffering from rheumatoid arthritis, and a 
Coombs antihuman globulin serum of known titre were used. 
Negative control sera were supplied by the :-;cottish National 
Blood Transfusion Association, Edinburgh and laboratory 
volunteers. 
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ANTS: - (i) Human liver LDH in concentrations varying from 
1.0 - 1.5 m s /ml. 
(ii) Human serum ?i- globulin (Cohn FIl) in concentrations 
of 1.0 - 1.5 mgms /ml. 
(iii) Bovine serum ó- globulin (Cohn FM), partially de- 
natured by heating a 1% solution in buffered saline 
at 63 °C for 10 mina, and used in a concentration of 
r 
Titration. 
The sera were diluted 1 in 10 to 1 in 10,240 with buffered 
saline PH 8.0 in the cups of 'Salk' perspex plates. 0.5ml alicuote 
of the sensitized red cell suspension were added to 0.5 ml of the 
diluted sera, the plates were incubated at 3800 for I hour and kept 
in the refrigerator at 500 overnight. The titres were read by 
placing the plates on a sheet of white paper. Maximal. agglutination 
was characterized by a thin layer of dells forming a complete mat 
offer the surface of the cup. In some very strongly agglutinating 
sera the edges of the layer of cells tended to curve inwards. The 
titre of the serum was recorded as the reciprocal of the highest 
dilution of the serum in which visible agglutination occure?, negative 
agglutination being characterized by a small clump of cells in base 
of the cup. 
The sensitized sheep cell test was carried out on cirrhotic 
and infective hepatitis sera by the method of Helier, Kolodny, 
Lepow, Jacobson, Rivera and harks (1955) . This test depends on 
the agglutination of sheep cells sensitized with rabbit sheep 
erythrocyte antibody by sera containing antibodies to the rabbit 
antibody Ó- globulin. 
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(3) ImplagAzation of rats with rat liver LDH. 
Rats were injected with purified preparations of rat 
liver LDR prepared by the method of Gibson et al (1953) from the 
livers of rate of the Rame strain. Antibodies to rat liver LDH 
were sought in the sera of these rats by biochemical ri_xr1 immunological 
methods. 
REAGENTS. 
f.djuvant: contained arosil oil and killed tubercle bacilli in liquid 
paraffin. It was mixed to an emulsion with the LDFÌ solution 
before use. 
E e parin: Supplied by . vase Medical Suppliers Ltd. 
A solution containing lmgm /ml in 0.9f sodium chloride 
was used. 
yETMOD 3. 
Preparation of rat liven lactic dehy_droeenase. 
at liver LDH was prepared from the livers of male and female white 
rats by the method of Gibson et al (1953). 
Estimation of LDH in rat serum. 
The LDH levels in rat sera were estimated by the method of Zimmerman 
and :'einstein (1956). Great care had to be taken in order to obtain 
unhaemolysed rat blood as rat red blood corpuscles tended to be more 
fragile than human corpuscles. Unhaemolysed sera were obtained 
successfully by sharply cutting off the tip of the tail and dipping 
the cut end into a solution of heparin in order to prevent clotting. 
The blood was then collected dropwise in small polythene tubes. 
The LDH activity of the rat sera was estimated before and after the 
course of injections. 
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Inieation of rate. 
Two groups of white rats were used. One group was injected 
with a solution of purified rat liver LDH alone and the other group 
with LDH plus adjuvant. 
Group I. 
Three male white rats were anaesthetized with the minimum 
amount of ether and each was given an injection of 0.2 gal rat liver 
LA containing 5 mgms /ml protein in saline, in tue right femoral 
vein. The following day each rat was given an intramuscular 
injection of 0.1 ml enzyme solution containing 1 m;m /ml protein. 
These intramuscular injections were repeated daily for a period of 
8 days and subsequently every third day for fourteen days. The 
rats were then bled and the sera were tested for antibodies to 
rat liver LDH. 
Group II 
Three female white rats were anaesthetized with ether and 
injected subcutaneously in four sites with a solution of LDH con - 
taining 5 mgms/ml protein in adjuvant. The enzyme and adjuvant m; ere 
mixed to a stiff, white, milky emulsion containing arosil oil, killed 
tubercle bacilli in liquid paraffin and enzyme solution in the prop- 
ortion by volume of 2 :2 :1. The emulsion was injected by means of a 
Lewer No.20 needle. 
Two control rats were injected with adjuvant plus saline. 
After a period of three weeks each rat was given an intravenous 
injection of LDH solution containing 2.4 mgms protein into the right 
femoral vein. After a further two weeks the rats were given intra- 
muscular injections of 0.1 ml LI.)H solution containing 6 me /ml of 
protein. These intramuscular injections were repeated every third / 
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third day for eighteen days. 
Test for antilactic dehydrogenase activity in the sera of the 
injected rats. 
0.25 ml of purified rat liver LDH containing 0.02 mgms /ml of protein 
was mixed with 0.25 ml rat serum diluted ì in 3 with saline. The 
mixture was incubated. at 370C for 2 hours and placed in the refrig- 
erator overnight. The solution was then diluted 1 in 100 with saline. 
A solution of enzyme of the same final concentration was made up and 
the LDH activity of both solutions was estimated by the method of 
Zimmerman and Weinstein (1956). The LDH activity of the serum in 
the mixture was ignored as this had been diluted 1 in 600 and any 
activity would therefore be negligible. 
Test for agglutination of LDH sensitized red cells. 
The sera of the injected rats were tested for antibodies to rat liver 
LDH by a modification of the Boyden haemagglutination method (1951). 
Human group 0 Rhesus negative erythrocytes were tanned and sensitized 
with a solution of rat liver LDH containing 1 mgm /ml of protein. 
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(4) Ph i and chemical characterization of the antiglobulin in 
-era o at ents sufferimr from henatocellular lesions. 
REAGENTS, 
0ellu/ose acetate paper. 
Supplied by 'Oxoid' Ltd,, London. 
P.-11:92E1-.....-1 le 4.2211-2.2 
A ?P solution of ''Airs' Light green powder was made up in 6';' 
suiphosalicylic acid. 
12.5 gms 'Analar' sodium barbitone, 8.125 ms sodium acetate, 8.75 mls 
0.99N. hydrochloric acid were dissolved in 1000 ml s distilled water 
and the volume made up to 2000 mls. 
2pIrch-Hydrolysed. 
Supplied by the ConnOught Medical Research Laboratories, University 
of Toronto, Canada. 
Batch Number: 139 was used. 
Potato starch. 
Unhydrolysed potato starch was supplied by British Drug Houses. 
About 40 gme were washed with 250 mls acetone in a measuring cylinder. 
The suspension was allowed to settle for 2 mins and the supernatant 
poured off. This was repeated twice and the large starch grains so 
obtained were filtered free of excess acetone in a Buchner filter. 
The acetone was completely removed by evaporation at 5000 overnight. 
Borate buffer PH 8.48, 
(1) Y:lectrophoresis buffer: consisted of 0.023M 'Analar' Boric acid 
and 0.0092U 'Analar' sodium hydroxide. 2.8446 gms boric acid and 
0.7360 gms sodium hydroxide were dissolved in 2000 mis distilled rater, 
and the PH was adjusted to 8.48 with conc.hydrochloric acid or cone;/ 
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cone, sodium hydroxide. 
(2) Llectrode compartment buffer: contained 2% sodium chloride in 
the above borate buffer. 
(3) Bridge buffer: contained 14.223 gms boric acid and 1.848 gms 
sodium hydroxide in 1000 mie distilled water and the PH was adjusted 
to 8.48. 
Amido Svartz 10B. 
Supplied by "Bayer" Leverkusen. 
A saturated solution was made up in a methanol - water - glacial 
acetic acid solvent in the proportion by volume (50:50:10.) 
Polyvinyl pyrrolidone (MW = 11.000) 
was supplied by L. Light & Co.Ltd., Colnbrook, England. 
AY 15A solution in 0.0 sodium chloride was used. 
O.1M Thioglycollic acid. 
A. 0.2M solution of 'BOB. Reagent grade' thioglycollic acid solution 
was made up in phosphate buffered saline. Equal volumes of this 
solution and serum were mixed so that the final concentration was 
O.1M. 
0.51( oysteine. 
A 0.51 solution of 'BDH Reagent grade' cystein - hydrochloride was 
made up in distilled water. Conc. sodium hydroxide was added 
until the PH of the solution equalled 8.5 to an outside indicator. 
0.02M iodoacetic acid. 
Made up by dissolving 'BDH Reagent grade' iodoacetic acid crystals 
in 0.15M phosphate buffer PH 8.0. 
1olin_ and Ciocalteaus Reagent. 
Made up by diluting 'BDH Reagent grade' hblin and Ciocalteaus 
Rea gent 1 in 3 with distilled water immediately before use. 
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Coombs a.ntihumaiLl.ca gull zabï>it serum. 
Supplied by The %ellcorneF'oundation, Burroughs WellcorneLtd., 
Kent, England. 
P e,x r .tion o _senni $uplobulïn fraction. 
The euglobulin fraction of serum is defined as that fraction which 
is insoluble in water in trie absence of salts and is precipitated 
on reduction of the ionic strength of the serum by dialysis against 
distilled water (Green 1938) or by one third saturation of serum 
with ammonium sulphate. 
Serum samples were diluted 1 in 5 with distilled water and 
dialysed against distilled water for 48 hours at 500 with two changes 
of water. The precipitate which formed was centrifuged off, washed 
twice with distilled water and dissolved up in 0.9% Radium chloride 
to a volume 5 times that of the original serum. The euglobulin 
fraction and the supernatant serum were tested for anti*lobulin 
activity. 
;Lilt fraatio,tion with amrri ©nium sulphate. 
This was oarried out at 500 at the pH of blood. Three fractions 
were prepared by adjusting the ammonium sulphate concentration to 
30 and 4&. The fractions precipitated by 34.E saturation, between 
34% and 440 saturation and the remaining supernatant sera were thus 
obtained. 
1.0 ml serum was made 34,E saturated with respect to ammonium sulphate 
and left ut 5°C for 3D mins. The protein precipitate wasp then 
centrifuged off at 00C at 3000 rpm. The supernatant serum was 
removed and the precipitate was dissolved up in 5 mis of 0.9% sodium 
chloride. The protein was reprecipitated twice from this solution 
and finally dissolved up in 2 mis of 0.9% sodium chloride./ 
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chloride. 
The supernatant serum from the first precipitation was made 44, 
saturated with respect to ammonium sulphate, the precipitate was 
centrifuged off and reprecipitated as before. The remaining 
supernatant serum was stored. 
.A11 three serum portions were tested for antiglobulin activity 
in the -Boyden haemagglutination test using bovine Ci"-globulin 
and analysed electrophoretically on cellulose acetate paper at 
PH 8.6. 
Starch gel electrophoresis of serum. 
Preparative electroPhoresis of the serum of a patient (P), with 
a clinical and pathological diagnosis of hepaticcirrhosislwas 
carried out by a.modification of the method of Smithies (1955). 
The electrophoresis was carried out in a continuous borate buffer 
system at PH 8.48. 
(i) Prep ration of gel. 
500 mls of a suspension of hydrolysed starch, containing 12.3 gms 
per 100 mls of borate buffer PH 8.48, was made up in a 1 litre Pyrex 
conical filter flask, The flask was heated over a gauze on a Bunsen 
flame with continuous swirling. Care was taken not to remove the 
flask from the flame and the heating was continued until the starch 
srains had ruptured and the liquid gel was on the point of boiling. 
The flask was then removed from the flame, stoppered and the pressure 
in the flask was reduced by attachinre the side arm to a water suction 
pump. On reduction of pressure the gel began to boil and vigorous 
boilitre was continued for 30 seconds. The air-free gel was then 
immediately poured into a perspex tray of dimensions (5x12x0.5 inches),. 
covered with a sheet of polythene, which had been 117htly smeared 
with liquid paraffin, and the excess gel was removed by pressing/ 
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pressing a heavy glass plate on top of the sheet. The gel was )eft 
to set for several hours until it reached room temperature. Gels 
were always used the same day. 
(ii) IPAREII2R211112E11- 
5 mis of serum was mixed to a thick suspension with washed, un- 
hydrolysed potato starch grains. i. slot 0.6 oms by 10 ems was 
out out of the gel about 10 oms from the negative end by means of 
a sharp scalpel and the serum-starch suspension was poured into 
the cavity. The slot was covered by means of a piece of perspex 
and the whole gal surface was lightly smeared with a film of lieuid 
paraffin and a sheet of polythene. 
(lit) i11ect:Öde vese1s and filter paper øonneottons. 
The electrode vessels consisted of two compartments P. and B. The 
A chambers contained borate buffer PH 8.48 and the B chambers 
contained the same buffer plus 2A sodium chloride. Thick wads 
of filter paper soaked in the borate bridge buffer made the connections 
between chambers A and B and the A chambers and ends of the gel. 
A piece of narrow bore glass tubing connected the two A chambers. 
(iv) 
A direct current of 40.-45 n amps at a voltage of about 200 volts 
was applied. flr 22 hours. The gel was cooled during this time 
by circulating tap water in a coil of dialysis tubing which comp- 
letely covered the surface of the gel. 
(v) Staining of the gel. 
At the end of the electrophoretic run the el was removed and blotted 
free of excess oil. A strip 3 ems in width was out longitudinally 
from one edge of the gel an sliced horizontally &long its length by 
means of a taut Aire saw supported on the edges of a perspex tray/ 
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tray half the depth of the gel. One half of the sliced Frei was 
stained by piecing it in a saturated eolution a fmido vartz 10B 
in a methanol -water - glacial acetic acid solvent (50:50:10) for 
2 minutes. lxces3 dye was then eluted by repented washing with 
tee methanol - water - glacial acetic acid solvent. The ;eels were 
preserved for periods of several months in tuts solvent. Before 
staining the gel strip was cross-hatched at 1 cm intervals along 
its length fox comparison with the unstained section of the rel. 
(vi) autionf. 
The remainder of the unstained starch block was sliced across 
its longitudinal axis into 1 cm zones. The protein was eluted 
from each eegment by molar sodium chloride. 5 mis l!eNacl were 
added to each segment in a test tube and homovenized by hand with 
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a mushroom ended gla es rod. The pulp was then filtered two layers 
of Whatman number 1 filter paper in a small Buchner filter funnel 
into a 100 ml filter flaek. The pulp was returned to the tube and 
re-extracted with another 5 ml s M.Nacl and re-filtered an the two 
filtrates were combined. 4 small, constant volume of each eluate 
was removed for protein estimations. The remainine zone eluates 
were concentrated to 0.6 ml by dialysis against 15% polyvinyl- 
pyrrolidone in e.9: Wadi at 5°C. The concentrated solutione so 
obtained were centrifuged in order to remove any starch particles 
present. The clear supernatant solutions were tested for anti- 
globulin activity with bovine Y-globulin sensitized red cells and 
analysed electrophoretically on cellulose acetate paper at PH 8.6. 
(vii) Lptimation of r;rotein in zone eluates. 
This was carried out on 0, ml aliquots of the starch gel eluates 
with the 1,olin-.u-Ciocalteau phenol reagent (u 1922), 
To 0.5 ml of eluate 1.5 ml of 12.5% sodium carbonate was added 
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added and the solutions were left at room temperature for 1 hour. 
0.25 ml of Folin and Ciocalteaus reaeent, diluted 1 in 3 with 
water, was then added and the solutions were left for a 
further 30 mins. The optical density of the blue colour which 
developed was read against a no-protein reeeent blank at 650,m1144.. 
A plot of protein concentration (obtained from a. cal ibration curve) 
end antiglobulin titre against zone number was made. 
acetate 
This was carried out by the method of Kohn (1960) to characterize 
the ammonium sulphate ractions of serum and the concentrated starch 
gel fractions. 
Apearatue 
The electrophoresis tank used in these experiments consisted of 
two parallel perspex electrode vessels, one-third filled with 0.11 
barbital buffer PH 8.6 and connected by means of a piece of narrow 
polythene tubing. Two platinum-mercury electrodes made contact 
at either end of the electrode vessels by means of glass funnels 
plue7ged with filter paper- and two-thirds filled with buffer. Each 
electrode vessel was covered by a perspex lid with two narrow slots 
along its length. Strips of filter paper were allowed to dip into 
the buffer in electrode vessels through these slots and the edges 
of the saturated filter paper were pressed firmly down onto the edges 
of a central platform. :;ix I x 5inch 'Oxoidl cellulose acetate 
paper strips, which had been soaked in buffer for several hours 
between porcelain plates and blotted free of excess buffer, were 
stretched over the central platform and supported at either end by 
the filter paper wicks dipping into the electrode vessels. 
Page effects were minimized by placinc two narrow strips of cellulose 
acetate paper at the extreme ends of the tank. The electrode / 
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electrode vessels and paper strips were then covered by means of a 
double celluloid lid, which was firmly screwed into position. 
A current of 12 m amps was applied for a period of 10 mins to allow 
equilibration of the system. 
(ii) Insertion of sample. 
The current was switched off and a narrow slot in the celluloid lid 
was exposed by removal of an adhesive tape. About l9.ml of serum 
or serum fraction was applied in a narrow band on the strip about 
è of the distance from the cathode end by means of a narrow capillary 
tube and allowed to. dry. If the protein solution to be applied was 
dilute a second or third application was made. The slot was then 
covered by the adhesive strip and a current of 12 m apps was applied 
for 2,5 hours. 
(iii) tainin of e rip . 
At the end of the run the strips were removed from the tank an 
placed in a solution of Lis amine Green dye for approximately 2 hours. 
The excess dye was removed by several washings with 5 acetic acid. 
The strips were then dried between sheets of filter paper in a heavy 
press. 
U tra centrifuge fractionation of serum. 
0.8 ml diluted serum (2 vols serum diluted with 1 vol saline) of 
patient (P) was fractionated in a partition cell by centrifuging at 
59,7 &0 r.p.m in an Analytical Arotor for 64 mins until all the 199 
maoroglobulin components had completely sedimented in the lower cell, 
leaving most of the light 75 6-globulins, o(and , globulins and 
albumin in the upper cell. The sedimented macromoleculer components 
in the lower cell were dissolved up in 0.7 ml 0. sodium chloride. 
This solution, the supernatant serum in the upper cell and the 
unfractionated serum were tested for antiglobulin activity. 
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Treatment of sera with sulphydryl reagents. 
The 19 antibodies, like the 19S proteins in general, (Dungern 1900) 
are very sensitive to sulphydryl real which cause dissociation 
into smaller units with marked loss of agglutinin activity. 
Fudenberg and Kunkel (1958) reported that there was a lose in 
agglutinin activity of the cold agglutinins of aceuired haemolytic 
anaemia, the heterophile antibodies and the rheumatoid macroglobulin 
on treatment with these reagente. Similar treatment of the 'warm 
antibodies' of acouired haemolytic anaemia and the incomplete Rho 
antibodies resulted in little or no loss of activity. Fudenberg 
and Kunkel (1957) showed that when the dissociatien of the cold 
agglutinins of aceuired haemolytic anaemia, by treatment with mercapto- 
ethanol or cysteine, was followed in the ultracentrifuge low molecular 
weight proteins were produced. 'eith this physical dissociation a 
concomitant lose of serological activity was also observed. Deutch 
and Morton (1957) showed that addition of sulphydryl reagents to 
macroglobulinemic sera resulted in the conversion of the 19S macro- 
globulins into a molecular entity possessing a sedimentation constant 
near that of the usual 6.5s W-globulin on ultra centrifuge analysis. 
After treatment of the sera eith mercaptoethanol the sulphydryl com- 
pound was removed by dialysis against phosphate buffer or phosphate 
buffer containing iodoacetate. They found that removal of the 
mercaptoethanol by dialysis against buffer resulted in the reaggreg- 
ation of the macromolecules to a certain extent whereas removal of 
the sulphydryl reagent by dialysis in the presence of iodoacetate, 
a sulphydryl group blocking reagent, prevented the reaseociation of 
the subunits. This indicated that depolymerization of the macro- 
globulins was the result of disruption of the disulphide bonds, / 
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bonds, the przsume(z site of action being the disulphide bonds bridging 
the units comprisin- the 19$ ma.c,rogl.obsl.tn. 
MET.._.. HO 
era from patients suffering from infective hepatitis and hepatic 
cirrhosis possessing agglutinin {q.otivity were treated with:- 
(1) 0.5M c rateine. 
(ii) 0.]i thioglycollic acid. 
Treatment with. =,ß cv , tare. 
A 0.5M solution of cysteine hydrochloride was brought to pH 8.5 by 
the addition of cone. sodium hydroxide. Serum samples were diluted 
1 in 5 with phosphate buffered saline PH 8.0 and dialysed against 
a solution of 0.5M oysteine for 18 hours at 50C. The sera were 
then tested for a.ntiálobulin activity. 
Treatment with 0.1 thioglypoli.ic acid. 
Equal volumes of 0.2M thioglycollic acid in phosphate buffered saline 
PH 8.o and serum diluted 1 in 5 were mixed and left at 50C for 48 
hours with occasional mixing. The solutions were then divided into 
two parts. One part was dialysed against 0.15M phosphate buffer 
PH 8.0 and one part was dialysed against 0.0214 iodoaceta:te in phos- 
phate buffer for 36 hours at 5°C. The sera were tested for anti - 
globulin activity. Control sera included sera from patients suffering 
from rheumatoid arthritis and a rabbit antihuman globulin serum. 
Heat stabilit f anti.,ilobulin. 
tntibodies, like other proteins, are inactivated by heat and possess 
a high heat of activation (Boyd 1954) . The complement fixing anti - 
bodies described by Gajdusek (1958) were reported to be stable at 
5600 with increasing instability above 6000. 
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ET OD 
Sera from patients with hepatocellular lesions were diluted I 
in 10 with 0.15M phosphate buffered saline and heated for 
30 raine at 
(t) 55 °C 
(ii) 6000 
(iii.) 65 °c 
The antigloùulin activity was tested in heated and unheated sera. 
PART I 
FtE . 
I Biochemical investí 
f aril-, fro t 
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ation of antibodi s in the sera o atients 
atoc1lu1ar lesions 
(1) 'lactro.chorc,tic anal ,ls of human liver LIT. 
on acetate 
Tabla (1) shows that on electrophoreSis of n solution of purified 
LDH, of protein concentration 1,2 mgms/m1 and activity 10 x 103 
units, loo of the enzyme activitywas asociated with 67% of the 
total protein and migrated rith the mobility cf Zr-globulin at 
PH 8.6. 
TABLE. 0.1 
ZONE % of TOTAL 
PROTEIN 
, 
% of TOTAL 
LDH ACTIVITY 
Cathode 39 60 
Origin 28 20 
Anode .:-77 :) 
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Electrophoretic mobility o f 
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(2) Investi ation c,f anti:n ie activit in 
the sera oî tients IA h h tcsr;ellu F 
Table (2) shows that the sera of 4 patients 
suffering from hepatic cirrhosis, 3 patients 
suffering from infective hepatitis and one 
patient with abst,:uative jaundice caused na 
inhibition of the activity of a solution of 
purified human liver LDH in vitro. In each 
case the combined activities of the enzyme 
and serum was slightly higher than the cal - 
























































































TT ImTuno/orrical investigation of antibodies in the sera of 
atients suf1,AL.111 fro'r acute andyonic her+tocellular 
.,11e7 ons. 
Table (3) snowa tat the sera of 7 patients with a clinical diagnosis 
of hepatic cirrhosis ana patients with infective hepatitis ag- 
lutinated, to low titres, human erythrocytes sensitized 'iti purified 
human liver h:"Jii whereas the sera from 11 normal laboratory control 
subjects caused no agglutination. 
Table (4) shows that tae sera of 3 patients with a clinical diagnosis 
of hepatic cirrhosis and one patient with a diagnosis of infective 
hepatitis agglutinated, to low titres, erythrocytes sensitized with 
human serum Cohn VII ( e -globulin) whereas again the se. 11 
normal control suLjeots gave negative titres. 
Table (5) snows that the sera of 6 patients with e clinical diagnosis 
of hepatic cirrhosis and of 5 patients with a diagnosis of infective 
hepatitis gave positive titres with bovine serum Cohn FU ( r -globulin) 
sensitized erythrocytes. The sera from 5 blood donor control sub- 
jects gave negative titres. 
Table (6) compares the titres obtained by the sera of patients 
suffering from hepatooellular lesions with bovine FII stneitised 
human erythrocytes and sensitized sheep cells. In this test a 









































cirrhosis 6 3 3 
Infective 
hepatitis ,_ L - 
Normal 
controlo ,- -- ; ... 
30 








20 and 640 
Number ,;pith 
Titres between 





cirrhosis 7 2 4 1 
Infectiv; 
hepatitis 5 3 2 l 
controls 5 p 0 5 
TABLE ( 6) 







(case 1w) 320 r4 
Hepatic cirrhosis 
(case (P)) .120 '4 Ú f..f 
Hepatic cirrhosis ` 
(case (E)) 320 64 
Hepatic cirrhosis 
(case A) 10,240 ": 
Hepatic cirshr ̂i 
(case D) 2560 128 
Infective hepatitis 
(case L) 10 r 1 
Infective hepatitis 
(case T) 1280 b4 
. 
III h sic:al and chemica. Marterß zation of 
(1) hc tiat3* of eu .7. bull ±rant canf sezru, 
Table (7) shows that in 4 or the 5 cases of 
hepatic cirrhosis and in the 2 cores of in- 
fective hepatitis not more than 17% of the 
a vlutinin activity- of the serum was assoc- 
iated with the euglobulin fraction. In one 
patient (case D) of the agglutinin act- 
ivity was found in the euglobulin fraction. 
It will be observed that there was partial 
loss of activity of the serum on dialysis 
and the activity of the euglobulin fraction is 
expressed as the % of the total remaining 
activity. 
(2) Activitt of ammonium sulphate fraction. . 
From table (8) it is seen that over 9r)% of the 
agglutinin activity in the serum of a patient 
(P) with a clinical and pathological diagnosis 
of hepatic cirrhosis, was found to be associated 
with the fraction precipitated by 34% saturation 
with ammonium sulphate. Plate (1) show that 
this fraction migrated with the mobility of 



























1280 68 640 10 
Hepatic 
cirrhosis 10,240 160 2560 6 






















Protein Fraction Tested 
serum (case 0 
Nuglobulin fraction 
upernatant serum 
Fraction precipitated by 
34% saturation with 
ammonium sulphate 
Fraction precipitated 
between 30 and d, 










( 3) o_ na.l sis i' atar 1 electr h©rs i^ i rzctian 
Tablea (9) and (i0) and' graph (1) show the 
protein and activity distribution .obtained 
on electrophoresis of the serum of a patient 
`case P) with a clinical and pathological 
diagnosis of hepatic cirrhosis. 
It is observed that the anttglobu1in activity 
in this serum was found to be associated with 
two protein fractions; one of which migrated 
with the mobility of a slow Ó.»giohuItn and the 
second migrated in the fast Ó - Iotu1in region 
at PH 8.a. 
Plate (l.) shows that tm. eleotrophoretic analysis 
of these fractions on cellulose acetate paper at 
PH 8.6, zone (3) containing the first activity 
peak migrated with the mobility of e. slow ó 
globulin and tone (6) containing the second act- 
ivity peak migrated with the mobility of a fact 
Ó -globulin bordering on the ß -globulin area. 
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ThBLF, (9) 






























Zone number Titre 
Unfraotionated 














































































sis of ammonium suLph)Ate 




acetate paper at PH k-). 
34. to 46;4, Ammonium 
sulphate fraction 
Starch gel zone (3) 
Starch gel zone (4) 
el fractions 
Starch gel zone (5) 
Starch gel zone (6) 
:'Aarch gel zone (7) 
Starch gel zone (8) 
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( 4) "Atka: af ultrá aentri,fc4e fractions. 
Table (11) gives the anti globulin activity 
of the upper and lower cell fractions ob- 
tained by ultra centrifuge fractionation 
of the serum of a patient (crase P) with 
a clinical and pathological diagnosis 
of hepatic cirrhosis. It appears that all 
the agglutinin activity is associated with 
the. macroglobulin fraction in the lower 
cell, the upper fraction being totally in- 
active. There h -d been some loss of act - 
ivity on centrifugation. 
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anal_011 
lerum Fraction Tested Titre 
Unfractionated serum 
(case P) 2560 
Lower cell fraction 
containin7 all 19S 
macroglobulin 640 
Upper cell fraction ^ , 
59 
(5) Action of sulphydryl reagents. 
Table (12) shows that treatment of the sera of 
5 cafes of hepatic cirrhosis and 3 cases of 
infective hepatitis, with 0.1M thioglycollic 
acid, resulted in the loss of over 90410 of the 
agglutinin activity. It is also obeervcd 
that in cases P and C there was partial regen- 
eration of activity on removal of the thia- 
glycollic acid by dialysis against phosphate 
buffer. 
Similar treatment of rheumatoid arthritis serum 
also resulted in over 90,ß loss in activity but 
treatment of the rabbit antiserum with thio- 
glycollie acid caused no loss of agglutinin 
activity. 
It is seen from table (13) that treatment of 
sera of patients with hepatic cirrhosis and 
infective hepatitis with 0.5ß cysteine PH 8.5 
resulted in 75 -90% loss in agglutinin activity. 
Treatment of rheumatoid arthritis serum with this 
reagent caused over 900 loss of activity whereas 













































































, « ,, 1 g_W,°..., 
Clinical diagnosis Titre Titre after 
i alysi s agai ret d
0.5M Vyst,dnV 
Hepatic cirrhosis 10,240 320 














( 6) aet,ALim,.pj.j.Ltx. 
Table (14) shows that the antiglobulin 
factor present in the sera of 4 patients 
with hepatic cirrhosis and 4 patients with 
infective hepatitis was stable on heating 
at 55°C for 30 minutes. There WhS a partia 
loss of activity in 3 of the hepatic cirihosif3 
sera and 2 of the infective hepatitis sera 
on heating to 60°C. it 65°C the antiglaulin 
activity of all the sera was unstable, with 
the exception of case (10, which appears to 


































































ZV in i ,tion os' iw. lactic deh ciroans.se ..._.__,. 
Antibodies to rat liver LDH could not be detected 
in tire sera ;:,i rats which had been injected with 
horoloaous LDH by biochemical or immunolodeal 
technirues. In spite of the fact that the serum 
Llsh levels had increased ne a result of the in- 
jections, these sera did not inhibit the activity 
oí purified rat liver LDH in vim; neither were 
tanned human erythrocytes sensitized with rat 
liver LDH. agf lutinated by the sera of these rats. 
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moussIon. 
Attempts to demonstrate inhibition of human liver lactic 
dehydrogenase by the sera of patients with acute and chronic hepato- 
cellular lesions weee unsuccessful all the cases tested. It 
was observed, in fact, that there'was a slight enhancement If the 
LFi activity by the presence of the serum, probably due to the 
stabilizing effect of the serum proteins. These reeults thus 
sugeeet that antibodies to human liver LDH are not present in these 
sera or that any antibodies present do not possess antienzyme activ- 
ity and the antigenic sites on the surface of the molecule do not 
coincide with the enzyme active centres. This would be contrad- 
ictory to the results of roblewski (1958) and 'Kenton, MaASOUT 
and bueding (1955) who showed that antibodies to rabbit muscle Lrli 
caused a marked reduction in enzyme activity. However, in order to 
detect the presence of an antibody to human liver LDH which did not 
posses antienzyme activity sensitive immunological procedures were 
employed, namely a modification the Boyden haemagglutination 
technique (1951). Preliminary results showed that human erythro- 
cytes sensitized with a solution of purified human liver L)H were 
agglutinated to low titres by the sera of certain patients with 
hepatic cirrhosis and infective hepatitis, whereas sera from normal 
control subjects ga,/e negative titres. subsequent experiments, 
however, showed that the sera from these patient e also caused agelee- 
tination of erythrocytes sensitized with preparations of human and 
bovine serum Cohn FII ( It thus became evident that 
the agelutinatine reagent present in these sera was not specific for 
LDH but reacted also with serum -globulins. It is significant 
that eleotrophoretic analysis of the purified human liver LDH / 
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LDH used in the agglutination experiments showed that 10010 of the 
enzyme activity was associated with a protein which behaved electro- 
phoretically at PH 8.6 as a An antigenic similarity 
to Zr-globulin would explain its reaction with the anti globulin 
factor. This demonstration of antibodies with a broad specificity 
range in the sera of patients suffering from hepatocellular legions 
is not unique. False positive results for the rheumatoid aglut- 
inating factor have been reported in cases of hepatic cirrhosis and 
infective hepatitis (Bvartz 1958; Ziff 1957) and Dresner (1960) 
found a high incidence of "false positive" results for the rheumatoid 
factor, using 'II- coated latex particles, in hepatocellular lesions, 
including portal and biliary cirrhosis and viral hepatitis. He 
postulated that the agglutinating; activity in these sera vas inde- 
pendent of the type of lesion or the presence of jaundice; the 
important factor being hepatocellular damage and when the factors 
causing liver injury cease to operate during a clinical remission 
the agglutinating activity disappears. He stressed that aaa:lutin- 
atinm activity in such sera accurately reflects the clinical course 
of the disease and whereas on recovery from hepatocellular disease 
many of the indexes of hepatic function may take months to return 
to normal the latex fixation test appears to be a more subtle test 
for the presence of active disease. Electrophoretic and ultra 
centrifuge analysis of the sera studied by Dresner showed that the 
agglutinating activity was associated with a slow moving Ó -slobulin 
with a sedimentation constant of 19 or 22 S20 (Dresner 1960). 
Gajdusek (1959) reported the presence of serum reagents, 
which gave positive autoímnune complement fixation reactions with 
a variety of tissue extracts from human and animal species, in the/ 
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the sera of patients with liver damage. He maintained that these 
reagents exhibited many of the properties of antibodies and in 
spite of their non -specificity alleged that they were true auto - 
antibodies to components of damaged liver tissue. 
In view of these reports it thus seemed pertinent to 
inquire whether the non -specific agglutinating' reagents reacting 
with human liver LDH and lj -globulin were also of antibody nature. 
A physical and chemical study of these factors was consequently 
undertaken. Preparation of the euglobulin fraction of the sera 
showed with one exception (case D) not more than 17% of the ags7lut- 
inin activity was associated with this fraction. In case (D), 
5 of the activity was found in this fraction and it may be signif- 
icant that of the 7 sera tested for the sheep cell factor only one, 
case (D), gave a positive titre. This suggests that the activity 
in the euglobulin fraction of this serum was due in part to the 
rheumatoid agglutinating factor which is known to be associated 
with this fraction (Ziff 1956). 
Ammonium sulphate fractionation of the serum of a patient 
(P) with a clinical and pathological diagnosis of hepatic cirrhosis 
showed that over 90% of the agglutinin activity was associated with 
the fraction precipitated by 34% saturation with ammonium sulphate. 
On electrophoresis at PH 8.6 on cellulose acetate paper this fraction 
migrated as a Y- globulin. 
tarch gel electrophoresis of this serum at PH 8.48 showed 
that the activity was associated with two protein 
fractions, one of 
which migrated in the slow ; -globulin region and the other in the 
fast ii -globulin region. Ultra centrifuge fractionation 
of the 
serum of case (P) showed that all the agglutinin 
activity of the / 
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the serum was associated with tkae macroglobulin fraction. ` eis 
result was confirmed chemically by treatment of Gera from p ytients 
suffering from hepatic cirrhosis and viral hepatitis with sulphy- 
dryl reagents. 
On treatment of the sera of 5 patients suffering from 
hepatic cirrhosis and 3 patients sufferirre from viral hepatitis 
with 0.1 i thioglycolltc acid followed by dialysis against 0.02U 
iodoacetate in phosphate buffer PH 8.0, over 90% of the serological 
activity of all the sera was lost, whereas similar treatment of a 
rabbit antihuman globulin serum resulted in no loss of agglutinin 
activity. The antibodies of rabbit serum are known to belong 
almost entirely to the low molecular weight 7Só -globulin class 
(Kabat 1939) and are therefore not affected by sulphydryl reagents. 
Dialysis of these sera against 0.5M cysteine also resulted 
in a marked loss of agglutinin activity but the rabbit antiserum wea 
again unaffected. 
These results clearly show that the antiglobulin activity 
in the sera of patients suffering° from hepatocel.lular lesions is 
associated with a macroglobulin fraction which is destroyed by 
sulphydryl reagents by virtue of their destructive action on the 
disulphide bonds wtutch maintain the integrity of the molecule. 
(Deutch and Morton 1957; ÿranklin, Holman and Kunkel 1957). 
There thus appears to be a physical resemblence between 
the serum factors reported here which react Tith human group 0 
rhesus neg tive erythrocytes sensitized with human liver LDH, human 
and bovine Cohn FII Ó -globulin and the latex particle agglutinating 
reagents described by Dresner (1960) which were also shown to be 
Ó -globulins of the 19S class. Although the latex particle / 
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particle agglutinator was found to be asenciated with the slow 
moving %globulin fraction on electrophoresie, whereas the 
FIX human red cell agglutinator was shown to be asecciated with 
proteins in the slow and fast K-globulin region, with the bulk 
of the activity in the fast Y-region, it is Quite poseible that 
they are identical or closely related to each other. 
It was concluded, in the light of the results presented, 
that specific autoantibodies to the human liver cell protein lactic 
dehydrogenase, were not detectable in the sera of patients euffering 
from hepatocellular lesions by biochemical or sensitive immunological 
technieues. Less specific serum reagents of antibody nature, were 
shown to be present, however, and these reacted. immunologically not 
only with purified human liver LDR but also with human and bovine 
e -globulin but not with sensitized sheep cells. 
It is suggested that these reagente are produced es a 
general response to tissue damage and not to the specific antigenic 
stimulus of any one liver tissue protein. 
No conclusions could be drawn from the animal experiments 
in which rats were injected. with homologous rat liver LTA. Anti- 
bodies could not be detected in the sera of these rite by biochemical 
or immunoloeical technicues. The sera exerted, no inhibition on the 
activity of purified rat liver LDR, prepared from the livers of other 
rats of the same etrain, in vitro. Human group 0 rhesus negative 
erythrocytes which were tanned and sensitized with the same rat liver 
LDH were not agglutinated by the sera of the injected rats. Presum- 
ably the UR ueed for injection was not sufficiently "foreign" to 
the organism to elicit the formation of antibodies. It was therefore 
concluded that neither agglutinating antibodies nor antibodies / 
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antibodies pogsvsein4° antienzyme activity were produced in 
the two groups of rats on injection of purified preparations 
of homologous rat liver LrH with or without adjuvants by intr-=- 
vomous, intra muscular and subcutaneous routes. 
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SUMARY. 
(1) Human liver lactic dehydrogenaee wae prepared and shown to 
migrate with the electrophoretic mobility of X-globulin at PH 8.6. 
(2) Antibodies to human liver lactic dehydrogenase were not detected 
in the sera of patients with hepatocellular lesions by their ability 
to inhibit the activity of purified human liver LDM in vitro. 
(3) 4 factor was demonstrated, in the sera of patients suffering 
from hepatocellular lesions, which caused agglutination of human 
group 0 rhesus negative erythrocytes sensitized with preparations 
of purified human liver LDH, human and bovine serum ''-globulin but 
did not agrelutinate sensitized sheep cells. 
(4) The agglutinating factor was characterized ,e1 a 
not more than 10 of Weich, was associated with the euglobulin fractie! 
of serum. Starch gel electrophoresis at PH 8..48 showed that the 
serological activity in the serum of a patient suffering from hepatic 
cirrhosis was associated with two Y-globulin fractions in the slow 
and fast -regions respectively. Ultra centrifuge fractionation 
of the serum and reaction with aulphydryl reagents established the 
agglutinin activity to be associated with the 195 macroglobulin 
fraction. 
(5) No antibodies were detected, by biochemical or immunological 
methods, in the sera of rats which had been injected with purified 
preparations of rat liver LDH without adjuvants by intravenous, 
intramuscular and subcutaneous routes, or with adjuvants by sub- 
cutaneous routes. 
PART II ..._._._..,... 
The characterization of an antiglobulin present in the sera of 
certain patients following myocardial infarction; its comparison 
with and differentiation from the rheumatoid factor." 
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iNThCbUCTIw)N . 
In 1945 Cavelti demonstrated the presence of autoantibodies 
to heart muscle tissue; in the sera of ?5 - of the patients tested 
with active rheumatic fever by the agglutination of collodion particle 
sensitized with saline extracts of human heart. He showed that the 
autoantibodies were present during the active etaee of the disease 
and disappeared when the rheumatic process became inactive. In 
subsequent experiments (Cavelti 1947) it was shown that rats imm- 
unized with homologous tissues of heart, skeletal muscle and conn- 
ective tissue developed cardiac lesions and he sugcested that these 
lesions resulted from an interaction between the autoantibodies and 
connective tissue occuring in vivo. He found that there was a 
large degree of overlapping of the antigens in vitro and suFc "ested 
that this was due to the fact that connective tissue is present in 
both heart and skeletal muscle and a number of different antibodies 
will be formed against the various constituents of crude heart em- 
ulsion, connective tissue and skeletal muscle. In cases. where a 
more pronounced reaction occured the structure of the cardiac lesion 
seemed to resemble that seen in cases of rheumatic fever in humans 
and on the basis of these results it was suer= °ested that during or 
succeeding the streptococcal infection, which precedes a rheumatic 
attack by two to three weeks, an antigenic substance is formed by 
a reaction in which streptococcal substances or products combine 
with components of the heart tissue, probably present in the conn- 
ective tissue, inciting the formation of autoantibodies which then 
precipitate the rheumatic lesions by reacting in vivo with the antigen 
situated in the tissues. 
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The implication of heart specific autoantibodies in the 
pathogenesis of myocardial lesions was substantiated by the work 
of Kaplan (1959) . He found that the sera of patients suffering 
from rheumatic fever frequently exhibited imniuno- fluorescent stain - 
ing of tissue sections of normal human heart. This activity was 
attributed to the presence in these sera of two r.-globulins. The 
first was demonstrated only in the sera of certain patients with 
rheumatic diseases of the heart and the staining capacity could he 
specifically absorbed with human heart tissue homogenate. The 
second type of ).r-globulin was shown to be present in the sera of 
rheumatic patients and in certain other pathological sera and was 
found to be associated with the complement fixing and flocculating 
activity a the sera with alcoholic extracts of normal human heart. 
Dornbusch (1957) reported. the presence of autoantibodies 
to homologous cardiac tissue in the sera of patients following myo- 
cardial damage. Kleinsorge and Dornbusch (1957) examined. the aera 
of patients after myocardial infarction by means of the sensitive 
Boyden haemag: lutination technique (1951) and found that 34% of the 
patients tested possessed in their sera autoantibodies to heart 
muscle extracts. They occured at certain intervals only in low 
titres and direct relationships of any kind between the appearance 
of the autoantibodies and the degree of myocardial damage could. not 
be found. These autoantibodies, unlike those reported by Cavelti 
(1945) and Kaplan (1959) were found in the sera of patients following 
a purely aseptic infarction excluding a previous bacterial 
influence, 
although positive agelutination reactions were also 
obtained with the 
sera of patients suffering from inflammatory 
myooarditis. 
Gery, Davis and Ehrenfeld (1960) reported 
the presence 
of heart specific autoantibodies in the 
sera of patients following / 
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following myocardial infarction, acute rheumatic fever, myocardial 
insufficiency, anginal syndrome and one patient following mitral 
valvotomy. They demonstrated the autoantibodies by means of the 
Boyden haemagglutination technieue using extracts of human heart 
as the antigen. These workers also produced autoantibodies to 
heart muscle antigen in the sera of rabbits which were similar to 
those present in human sera but they did not result in pathological 
lesions of the rabbit heart suggesting that they were a consequence 
rather than a cause of the lesions observed in man. 
It thus appears that autoantibodies to one component of 
human heart muscle tissue, which has been released by bacterial 
attack ce: as the result of an aseptic degenerative process, ere 
formed and appear in the sera of patients several weeks after the 
myocardial damage has occured. 
It has been shown, during the course of the preeent investi- 
getion, that an antiglobulin factor was present in the sera of 50% 
of the patients tested three or more weeks following myocardial in- 
farction, and it was suggested that it may be related to the heart 
muscle autoantibodies reported by Dornbusch (1957), and Gery, T2,Fivi15- 
and Ehrenfeld (1960) or the r-globuline described by Kaplan (1959), 
reflecting an immune response to some component of heart muscle or 
connective tissue released as a result of myocardial damage. 
This factor in many ways resembles the rheumatoid agglut- 
inating factors present in the sera of over 75% of patients tested 
with active peripheral rheumatoid. arthritis (Heller, Kolodny, Lepow, 
Jacobson, Rivera and Marks (1955); Ziff, Brown, Laspalluto, Badin 
and MoEwen (1956)). 
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The possibility that rheumatoid arthritis has an immuno- 
logical basis has long been entertained (Kunkell959; I3ywaters 
1957; Clough 1960) and the most convincing evidence for this is 
the presence in the sera of such patients of the rheumatoid factor 
which is responsible for a wide variety of serological tests em- 
ployed in the diagnosis of rheumatoid arthritis. These tests 
include, tie sheep erythrocyte agglutinin test, the FIl Y- globulin 
tanned cell test and the latex particle fixation test (Heller, Kolodny, 
Lepo:iv, Jacobson, Rivera and Marks (1955) ; Ziff (1957)) all of which 
are dependent on the agglutination of particulate bodies coated with 
-globulin by the rheumatoid. factor. 
A number of workers have isolated and characterized the 
rheumatoid factor and it has become evident that it possesses many 
of the chemical, physical and antigenic properties of an antibody 
(Heimer, Federico, Freyberg (1958); Lospalluto and Ziff (1959); 
Kunkel, Franklin and Muller -Eberhard (1959)). On electrophoresis 
of rheumatoid serum the serological activity was found to be associated. 
with the Y- globulin fraction (Rose, Ragan and Pearce (1948); svartz 
(1958 (1)) ; Kunkel, Franklin and Muller- 'berhard (1959)) . Ultra 
centrifuge patterns of the purified rheumatoid factor are particularly 
characteristic and show that it is a ma.croglobulin with a sedimentation 
constant of 19 or 22320, and a molecular weight of one million (Svartz 
1958 (1)); Kunkel, Franklin and Muller- Eberhard (1959)) and like 
other 19$ antibodies (Franklin, Holman and Kunkel (1957)) it is 
susceptible to the action of sulphydryl reagents with complete loss 
of serological activity (Kunkel, Franklin and Muller- Eberhard (1959)). 
The true antigen involved in the production of the rheumatoid factor 
has not been precisely defined but it will react in serological / 
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eerolo r cal reactions with partially denatured or aggregated 
ó _s l.obuli.n which may be derived from a variety of species (Glynn 
and Holborx ow 1957) . 
This investigation hae shown that the sera of pertain 
patients following myocardial infarction also contain a factor 
which reacts serologically with I'-globulin prepar_Aions any gives 
"false positive" results for the rheumatoid factor. It was con- 
sequently proposed to study the physical, chemical and imTunological 
properties of this antiglobulin and if possible to differentiate it 
from the rheumatoid factor. 
PART II 
REAGENTS and MMa. 
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I Physical charae l,;erizaticari. 
p CAGENT9. 
B ñe ,lóbulin Cohn FI Y ) 
Supplied by Armours Laboratories Ltd. 
Human - ?S lobulin (Cohn FIx ) 
Supplied by the =cottish Blood Transfusion Association, The Royal 
Infirmary of Edinburgh by the courtesy of Dr. Cumming. 
Cellulose acetate paper. 
Supplied by 'Oxoid' Ltd., London. 
Lisaamine Green d,-e. 
Contained a 2% solution of 'Gurrs' Light green powder in 6% 
sulphosalicylic acid. 
0arbox myth 1 cellulose ion -exchane resin. 
Whatman GM -30 carboxynethyl cellulose cation exchange powder was 
used. A fresh earcple of resin was made up for each column. 
Starch - Hydrolysed. 
Supplied by the Üonnüught Medical Research Laboratories, University 
of Toronto, Canada. Batch number 139 was used. 
Unhydrolysed Potato "'tarch. 
Supplied by British Drug Houses Ltd. 
imido SvartzIGB. 
Supplied by 'Bayer' Leverkusen. A saturated solution in a methanol- 
water-glacial acetic acid solvent (50:50 :10) was used. 
Polyvinyl yrxoliñone (Molecular weight = 11,000) 
Supplied by L. Light & Co.Ltd. A solution containing 15 gms in 
1CO mis of phosphate buffered saline PM 8.0 was used. 
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Uoomloe Rabbit anti urgez o lobulin serum 
Supplied by The oellcomeFoundation, Burroughs 'ellcome Ltd. , Kent. 
Rheumatoid serum 
Supplied by the Rheumatic Unit, Northern General Hospital, Edinburgh, 
by the courtesy of Dr. Duthie,, 
Post r yoeardial infarct sera 
Obtained. from patients in the Royal Infirmary, Edinburgh. 
Control sera 
Normal non -agglutinating control sera were supplied by The Blood 
Transfusion <ervice, Royal Infirmary, rdinburgh and obtained from 
blood donors. 
A11 sera were stored at -1000. 
BUFFERS. 
045M u°nos h.te buffered saline PH 8,0 
1132.8 anis 0.15M '.Analar' sodium phosphate (anydrous) , 67.2 mis 
045k ':nalar' potassium dihydrogen orthophosphate and 1200 mis 
0.15: '.nalar' sodium chloride were mixed and the PH adjusted to 
PH 8.0 with M. sodium carbonate. 
0.10M H rbitone buffer PH 8.6 
12.5 gua of ' i,.H Reagent grade' sodium barbitonf , 8.125 gms of 
' nalar' sodium acetate and 8.75 m.Is 0.99N hydrochloric acid were 
dissolved in 1000 mis of distilled water and the volume was vide up 
to 2000 mis. 
Phos hate buffers for cation-exchange chromate Ta °h 
(1) C7.+ß c phosphate buffer PH 5, . 
0.094 sodium pho sph'; to (Na2HPO4.7p20) vas added to 0.05M sodium 
dihydrogen orthophosphate (NaH2PO4.2H20) until PH = 5.2. 
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(2) 0.0754 phosphate buffer Ph 6. 
448.5 m1s 0.075x sodium dihydrogen orthophosphate (NaH2pO4. X20) 
were added to 61.5 mle 0.07511 sodium phosphate (Na2HPP04.7H20). 
(3) O,10M phosphate buffer PH 6 
342.5 m1a 0.10m sodium dihydrogen orthophosphate (NaH2PO4.2g20) 
were added to 157.5 mle sodium phosphate (Na2I1PO4.7H20) 
Borate buffer PH 8.48 
Consisted of 0.023k °Analar° Boric acid and 0.009211 'nalar° sodium 
hydroxide. The electrode vessels contained 2 , sodium chloride in 
this buf er. The bridge buffer used foi filter paper connections 
contained 14.223 ems boric acid and 1.848 gms sodium hydroxide in 
1000 mie of distilled water. 
Titration of sera and serum fractions for the roet myocardial infarct 
factor and. the rheumatoid factor. 
The antiglobulin present in the post myocardial infarct sera and 
the rheumatoid factor were estimated by titration of the aera or 
serum fractions with human group Q rhesus negative erythrocytes 
sensitized with bovine ir.- globulin (Cohn FIX) by a modification of 
the Boyden haemagglutination technieue, described in Part I, unless 
otherwise specified. Pooled rheumatoid arthritis serums was used 
and the sera of 58 patients who had suffered a myocardial infarction 
three or more weeks previously were tested for antiglobulin activity. 
Preparation of the eurlobulin fraction, 
It has been reported (Svartz and wSohlossman 1954) that the rheumatoid 
factor is completely precipitated in the "cold globulin" fraction 
of rheumatoid serum obtained by dilution with 14 volumes of distilled 
water at 4 ©C. Ziff et al (1956) prepared the "euglobulin" fraction 
of rheumatoid serum by dialysis against a dilute citrate-phosphate / 
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citrate -phosphate buffer PH 5.8 and reported that the rheumatoid 
factor was present in this fraction in 90% of the patients tested 
with rheumatoid arthritis and in only 1.9% of the non -rheumatoid 
controls. Franklin, Kunkel and iáuller- ;berhard (1957) also 
reported that the rheumatoid factor could be concentrated in the 
euglobulin fraction of serum and as this fraction is rich in the 
high molecular weight 198 Y- globulins sweested that the rheumatoid 
factor was associated with these macroglobulins. 
METHOD 
Serum was diluted 1 in 5 with distilled water and dialysed against 
distilled water at 4°C for 48 hrs. with two changes of water. The 
precipitate was then centrifuged down and washed twice with distilled 
water. The precipitate was dissolved up in 0.9% sodium chloride 
and tested together with the supernatant serum for antiglobulin 
activity. 
m:.Ionitl sulpha t : Tract ionation 
There has been some discrepency between workers using different 
fractionation technieues as to which fraction of serum the rheumatoid 
factor activity is associated. Using salt fractionation Wealer (1940) 
found the agglutinin activity in the globulin fraction. Tbinson 
et al (1951) showed that the agglutinating activity was precipitated 
by sodium sulphate most consistently in a fraction rich in (.3 -globulin, 
Using electrophoretic techniques Rose et al (1948) found the activity 
in thep -ó- fraction. Heller et al (1955) showed that the haemaeeT- 
lutinating activity of the serum fraction separated by alcohol 
fractionation was all found in FI; Z whs eh contained mainly of and 
IS -globulins with some ó -globulin and assumed that the rheumatoid 
factor was associated with the p -lipoprotein fraction but admitted / 
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admitted the possibility that the activity was associated with 
the sma1l but measurable quantities of X-globulin known to be 
present in FXII. 
3Vartz (1958 (i)) established that the rheumatoid factor could 
be precipitated specifically in the If -globulin frartion prepared 
by 29% saturation of the serum with ammonium sulphate. 
=00211, 
Seta were made 30, 4 %. and 50% saturated with respect to ammonium 
sulphate by addition of saturated solutions of ammonium sulphate 
solution to undiluted serum at 400. Each protein fraction was 
reprecipitt teal twice from a large volume of O.04 sodium chloride 
solution. The final factions were dissolved up in 0.9% sodium 
chloride solution to the original serum volume and tested for anti - 
globulin activity. The fractions were analysed electrophoretically 
on cellulose acetate paper at PH .6. 
Cstion exchange chr tozra 7h . 
Svertz (1958 (ii)) subjected the dissolved 'cold precipitate' 
of rheumatoid serge to ion- exchange chromatography on a carbax- 
ymethyl cellulose cation exchange column, using a modification 
of the method of Sober and Peterson (1956) . :3'13 eluted two 
protein fractions with phosphate buffer of increasing ionic 
strength, a major peak at PH 5.8 and a minor peak at PH 6.6. 
They found that the bulk of the agglutinin activity was as sociated 
with the first fraction eluted at PH 5.8. Using a continuously 
increasing PH gradient they also obtained two peaks one at PH 5.8 
and a second. at PH 8.8, the bulk of the agglutinin activity again 
being associated with the first fraction eluted at PH 5.8. 
On / 
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On ultra centrifuge analysis the active first peak was found to 
posse a sedimentation constant of 16.7 swedbergs (Svartz 1958 (2)). 
Fallet and Lospalluto (1958) fractionated nera containing 
the lupus erythematopus (LE) agglutinating factor and the rheumatoid 
arthritis (RA) factor on a carboxy-methyl cellulose cation exchance 
oolumn and showed that the sheep erythrocyte agglutinin activity of 
the RA factor was eluted in a major protein peak at PH 6.5 whereas 
the L% factor was found to be present in this peak and a minor protein 
peak eluted at PH 7.0. Lospalluto and Ziff (1959) carried out chro- 
matography of rheumatoid serum on a carboxlsemethyl cellulose cation- 
exchange column and showed that all the sheep cell agslutinin activity 
was associated with a major l' globulin peak eluted at PH 6.5 with 
0.075M phoephate buffer. The second minor Ir-globulin peak eluted 
at PH 7.0 with 0.15M phosphate buffer showed no sheep cell agglutinin 
activity but precipitated with -globulin and agglutinated 2-globulin 
sensitized latex particles. 
METHOD 
The %-globulin fraction of serum was subjected to chromatography on 
a carboxy-methyl cellulose cation exchange column by a modification 
of the method of Sober and Peterson (1956). The fractions so obtained 
were tested for antiglobulin activity, analysed electrophoretically 
on cellulose acetate paper and analysed in the ultra centrifur7v. 
(i) preparation of sera 
The 2r-globulin fraction of aerum was prepared. by 40 saturation of 
5 mls serum with ammonium sulphate and reprecipitated twice. The 
precipitate was dissolved up in 5 rale ().9% sodium chloride and dia- 
lysed against 0.9% sodium chloride overnight at 40G in order to 
remove the ammonium sulphate. The solution was then diluted to / 
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to 50 mle with 0.0514 phospha e buffer PH 5.2. 
( ii) Preparation of column. 
4 gas of carboxyn ethyl cellulose powder were mixed to a suspension 
with 500 mis 0.05M. phosphate buffer PH 5.2 and allowed to settle. 
The PH of the supernatant was tested and decanted off. Fresh 
buffer was added to the resin and 'well stirred. This was repeated 
until the PH of the supernatant buffer equalled 5.2. The bulk of 
the supernatant buffer was then decanted leaving a slurry which was 
poured in small amounts into a glass column pluRFed with class wool. 
The column which was 30 cris in length and 1.3 ems in diameter was 
drawn out into a narrow tube at the base and closed by means of a 
piece of rubber tubing and a screw clip. A small piece of glass 
tubing drawn out to a capillary was attached to the rubber connecting 
tube. The slurry was allowed to settle under gravity and gently 
packed with a mushroom ended glass rod. A resin column of 16 cms 
in height ,Jas used. 
(iii) Application of sample. 
The ó -globulin solution was poured onto the column in small aliquots 
and the solution was allowed to pass through at the rate of 3 ells/ 
hour, the rate of flow being adjusted by means of the screw clip. 
xceeá protein was then eluted from the column by passing 0.05M 
phosphate buffer PH 5.2 thrauch until no more protein could be 
detected in the eluates by measurement of the optical density at 
280e,,.,. 0.375M phosphate buffer PH 6.0 was then passed throu± h 
the column and 3 ml fractions were collected hourly until no more 
protein was eluted. The optical density of the 3 ml fractions 
was then read at 280,0piRainet phosphate buffer. The buffer was 
then replaced by 0.10ä phosphate buffer PH 6.5 and 3 ml fractions 
were again collected hourly until no more protein was eluted. / 
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eluted. I plot of optical density at 280 end antiglobulin 
activity a.gainet fraction number was made. 
(iv) Concentration of elua e . 
The protein fractions comprising each peak were pooled and con- 
centrated by ultra filtration by the method] of Recht (1960) . The 
solutions were concentrated to 0.5 ml in a cellophane dialysis sack 
by the application of 150 p.s.i. preseure from a nitrogen cylinder 
at room temperature. After concentration the solutions were centri- 
fured to remove particulate matter and the protein was precipitated 
from the clear supernatant by 54 saturation with ammonium sulphate. 
The precipitate was then dissolved up in the minimum volume of 0.19 
phosphate buffered saline PH 8.0 or 0.9% sodium chloride. 
(y) anal' gis; cf ehromatoerathic fractions. 
The concentrated chromatographic fractions were tested for anti - 
globulin activity, analysed. eleotrophoretically on cellulose acetate 
paper at PH 8.6 and analysed in the ultra centrifuge. 
Ultra-centrifuge fractionation. 
Svarte (1957 (i) and (ii)) showed that the active 'cold precipitate' 
of rheumatoid serum on fractionation in a partition cell in the 
ultra- oentriauge was separated into upper and lower fractions. 
The upper fraction contained chiefly If-globulins of the low mol- 
ecular weight 6-7s class which gave negative haemagrlutin.ating 
tests whilst the lower fraction gape strong haemar *lutination and 
contained a high percentage of )r-globulins of the 19 -22S class. 
It was thus concluded that the haemagglutinatinc factor was associated 
with the macrogloàuli.n fraction of serum. Franklin et al (1957) 
subjected rheumatoid serum to ultra centrifuge separation into two 
fractions and found two protein peaks in the lower fraction and 
showed that rheumatoid factor was associated with 
the 19a peak. 
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yETHOD 
3 mie serum obtained from a patient (B) who had suffered a myo. 
(=dial infarction was spun in a partition cell in the ultra 
centrifuge in three 1 ml portions at 6o,oro rpm for 2 hours until 
all the 199 macroglobulin had. been sedimented into the lower cell. 
The substance in the lower cell was dissolved up in 1 ml 0.9%, 
sodium chloride. This fraction and the supernatant serum in 
the upper cell were tested for antiglobulin activity. 
. 
Itarch all_ftlftsImphoresis. 
17.artz (1957 (it)) carried out starch gel electrophoresis of the 
'cold. precipitates of rheumatoid serum and showed that the haema- 
gglutinating activity was present in the ?S -globulin fraction and 
in that part of the /3 -globulin area bordering on the -region. 
(unkel, Franklin and Muller-Eberhard (1959) also located the 
rheumatoid factor in a broad band in the fast e-globulin regt7m 
on starch gel electrophoresis in barbital buffer at PH 8.6. 
MrTHOD 
Serum was subjected to electrophoresis on starch gel in borate buffer 
at PH 8.48 by a modification of the method of Smithies (1955) as 
described in Part I (methos). 
5 pas of scrum was mixed to a thick suspension with unhydrolysed 
potato starch and poured into 6 mm x 7 cm cavity approximately 7 ems 
from the negative end of the gel. A current of 40 m amps at 200 
volts wan applied for 22 hours. At the end of the run a 3 cm strip 
was out from one edge of the gel and cross-hatched at 1 cm intervals. 
The strip was then sliced longitudinally into upper and lower sections 
and stained. with a saturated solution of Amido Ivartz 10B in methanol- 
water...acetic acid (50:50:10). The remaining block was divided into 
1 cm segments and the protein eluted from each zone by extraction 
/ 
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extraction with 2 x 5 mi aliquots of ',f. codiun chloride. Protein 
concentration of the eluates was estimated with the Fclinu- Ci.ocalteet 
phenol reagent Ou 1922) as described in Pert I. The e1uete s were 
concentrated to o.6 ml by dialysis against 1% polyvinyl pyrrolidone 
in 0.194 phosphate buffered. saline Vit' 8.tß Sand subsequently teeteci 
for antiglobulin activity, analysed electrophoretically on cellulase 
acetate paper et P} 8.6 and characterized antigenicaii.y by immuno- 
electrophc+r. esse on cellulose- acetate paper. 
Immunoe1ectrophoresie. 
The method consists of two basic stages, an initial eleetrophoretic 
separation of the proteins on cellulose acetate paper, followed by 
an immunological reaction when an antiserum to the oonponents of 
human serum is allowed to diffuse towards the electrophoretically 
separated proteins. In that area of the paper where each diffusing 
antigen meets its homologous antibody and where the relative concen- 
trations of theee reagents are optimal an opacue arc shaped precip- 
itate erieee. The location of these arcs on the long axis of the 
paper strip reflects the eleotropharetic positione of the antigens 
which have given rise to the precipitate. 
Imm.unoelectrophoresie provilee for more sensitive criteria 
between proteins and will distinguish between components which are 
apparently electrophoretically identical but antigenice:lly distinct 
and conversely between anttgenieal1y related proteins which are 
electrophoretically different. When imr unoeleotrophoresie is 
atriied to a protein solution containing. two antigens Which ere 
immunologically Afferent but electrophoretically identical it is 
hi :Thly probable that the precipitation arcs formed will occupy 
different positions and appear as two distinct and separate arcs / 
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aros with the same diffusion centre. If two componente are 
antigenically related but electrophoretically disimilar a precip- 
itation aro with two humps, resulting from the confluence of two 
aro ,shaped precipitates or an extended precipitation arc may be 
formed. This phenomenon is known as the reaction of identity. 
If on the other hand the two components are both electrophoretically 
and antigenically disimilar, two arc shaped precipitates weich over - 
lap are obtained and this is known as the reaction of non- identity. 
It was proposed to employ the immuncelectrophoretic techni eue 
in the present investigation in order to study the antigenic and 
electrophoretic relationships between the antibody --like ó- globulins 
present in the pathological sera studied which had been previously 
isolated by starch del electrophoresis. 
METHOD 
The initial electrophoretic stage was carried out on cellulose 
acetate paper at pH 8.6 by the method previously described, the only 
modification being the inclusion of thymol in the barbital buffer 
to prevent bacterial growth. 







4 current cf 12 m amps was applied for 2.5 hours as before. 
the end oÍ the run the strles 'vere carefully removed from the tank 
with forceps and a narrow strip OD was out from the edge of each 
strip and placed in lissamine green for 2 hours. The remaining 
portion of the strip was replaced in the tank and supported as 
before by means of the perspex bars. A line of Coombs antihuman 
globulin serum vas then applied along AB by mean of a capillary 
tube. The band of antiserum was applied perpendicular to and almost 
touching the protein application band (s). After drying the strips 
were placed in lieuid paraffin for 2 days to allow diffusion to take 
place. The strips were then washed free of oil by washing with 
several changes of petroleum ether ad placed under running tap water 
overnight to remove the unpreoipitated soluble protein. The strips 
were then blotted dry and placed in lissamine green for 2 hours and 
subsequently washed in 5% acetic acid. 
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(2) Ohemicel charactexization. 
REAGENT , 
0.002k Acetic anhydride 
lAnclarI acetic anhydride was diluted with 0.1511 phosphate buffered 
saline PH 8.0. 
won. 1:fluoro 2:A dinitrobenzene 
'BDH Recent Grade' 1:fluoro 2:4 dinitrobenzene was dissolved up 
in 0.5M sodium carbonate solution. 
'BL)H Reaent jrade, thioglycollic acid was diluted with phosphate 
buffered saline PH 8.0. 
9,4 cysteine 
A 0.5M solution of 'BDH Relwent Grade' cysteine hydrochloride was 
made up in distilled water and adjusted to PH 8.5 with 51. sodium 
hydroxide. 
0.24 sodium sulphite. 
0Analarl sodium sulphite was dissolved in phosphate buffered saline 
PH 8.0. 
6M Urea 
IBDH Reagent Grade' urea was dissolved in distilled water. 
0.02M lodoacetate 
'BDH Reagent Grade' iodoacetic acid crystals were dissolved in 0.151 
phosphate buffered saline PH 8.0. 
Phosphate buffered saline 
0.15U phosphate buffered saline was mode up at PHIS 6.5, 7.0, 7.5 
and 8.0 from 0.15M 'Anal/ire sodium phosphate (Na2HPO4), 0.15M I Lna lar' 
potassium dihydrogen orthophosphate (1.H2PO4) and 0.15M sodium chloride./ 
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chloride. The PH'S were adjusted with K. ea2Q03 or dilute Hal. 
Chemical grouminvelved awl mechanism of the agglutination reactions. 
Reimer, Federico and Freyberg (1958), in a study of the PH dependence 
of the sensitized sheep cell test, showed that with rheumatoid serum 
maximal ag,lutination occured above PH 7.0 with inhibition below 
pH 7.0, whereas sera from patients eufferine frem other collagen 
diseases would agelutinate as low as PH 9.2. This suggested that 
free uncharged - NH2 groups were reouired for avelutination by 
rheumatoil serum and in support of tai hypothesis they showed that 
agglutination wa s inhibited by certain amino group blocking reagents 
such as acetic anhydride carbobenzoxychloride and fluorodinitro- 
benzene. 
METRO:S 
(1) PH optimum 
The FIl tanned cell agglutination reaction was carried out et PH 6.5, 
7.0, 7.5 and 8.o in phosphate buffered saline. In each case the 
specified buffer was used for the serum anfi sensitiaed red cell 
diluent. 
(1i) Effect c amino a_Es,tagrerroublociwent 
'era were treated witn the amino group blocking reagents acetic 
anhydride and 1: fluoro 2:4 dinitrobenzene and tested for agglut- 
inating activity before and after treatment. 
The sera were diluted 1 in 10 with phosphate buffered saline t1H 8.0 
And an eouel volume of 0.002M acetic anhydride or 0.00211 1: fluoro 
2:4 dinitrobenzene was added dropwise over a period of 4 hours at 
4°C with occasional agitation of the reaction mixture. 
The sera 
were then Jialysed against 0.15M phosphate buffer PH 
8.0 at 40C 
for 2 days in order to remove excess acetic anhydride 
or fluoro- 
dinitrobenaene. Control sera diluted to the same volume 
with / 
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with buffered saline were also dialysed ,.or the same period of time. 
efter dialysis the of the sera was teed to ensure teat the PH 
equalled 8.0. 
S1-----------1--------71utnati"7f"tors 
Kunkel, 'iranklin ane, Muller-Eberhard (1959) showed that the 
rheumatoid agglutinating factor was unetable in the presence 
of suiphydryl reagents such as meroaptoethanci with loss of activity 
in the latex particle fixation test, seneitized cheep cell. test and 
precipitin test. The Waldenstrom macroglobulin (Deutoh and Morton 
1957), the cold agglutinins of aceuired hemolytic anaemia (Fudenberg 
and Kunkel (1957)) and the heterophile antibodies (Fudenberg and 
Kunkel (1958)) are also destroyed by these rearrents which are believed 
to cause disruption of the macroglobulin molecules by reduction of 
essential disulphide bonds. Deutch and Horton (1957), as reported 
in art I, showed that addition of sulphydryl reagents to macroglob- 
ulinemic sera resulted in the conversion of these macromolecules 
to small units of the 6.58 type and that dialysis against buffer 
resulted in a partial reaggregation of these subunits whereas dialysis 
ae.ainst 0.02M iodoacetate, a eulphydryl group blocking reagent, pre- 
vented this reaggregation. 
Putnam (1959) showed that disaggregation of the macroglobulins 
in a number of macroglobulinemic sera could be accomplished by mercap- 
toethanol but not by temperature, ultra sonic vibration or urea indi- 
cating that the forces involved in maintaining the structure of the 
molecule were covalant disulphide bonds and not only electrostatic 
linkages. 
METHOD8 
Treatment with 0.5M eysteine 
ctra were diluted i in 5 with 0.15M phosphate buffered saline / 
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saline PH 8.o and dialysed against a solution of 0.5M cysteine 
PH B.5 for 18 hours at 40c. 
Treatment with 0.1M thiokr1 collie acid, 
, era were diluted 1 in 5 or 1 in 10 with phosphate buffered saline 
and an eeual volume of 0.2M thioglycollic acid in buffer was added. 
The solutions wee mied and incubated at 400 for 24 hours. They 
were then divided into two portions, one portion was dialysed afrninst 
0.151& phosphate buffer PH 8.o and the other portion was dialysed 
against 0.0214 iodoacetate in phosphate buffer for 48 hours at 40C. 
Treatment wit 0.111 sodium sulphite. 
Sera were diluted 1 in 10 with phosphate buffered saline and an 
equal volume of 0.2M sodium sulphite in buffered saline was added 
and mixed. The solutions were incubated at 400 for 24 hours and 
subsecuently dialysed against 0.15E phosphate buffer PH 8.0 for 
48 hours. 
Treatment with 6m urea 
Sera were diluted 1 in 10 with buffered saline and dialysed against 
a solution of 6M urea for 24 hours at 400 and subsequently against 
0.151,4 phosphate buffer PH 8.0 for 48 hours. 
Heat stability. 
era were diluted 1 in 10 l'ith phosphate buffered saline and heated 
at 55°0, 60°C and 65°C for i hour. 
All sera were titrated for antiglobulin activity after the above 
procedures and the titres compared with those of untreated sera. 
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( 3) Immunological studies. 
Reaction with extracts of human heart. 
Autoantibodies to heart muscle tissue were sought in post myo- 
cardial infarct sera by a modification of the Boyden haeaagelut- 
ination technique (1951) as used by Dornbusch (1957) . `sera 
were also absorbed with human red cells sensitized with extracts 
of human heart or bovine ó -globulin (Cohn FII). 
METH4DS, 
(i) A lutination reaction with heart extract a nsiti7ed red c its. 
A saline extract of fresh human heart tissue was prepared. 5 gms 
of myocardial tissue was washed with water to remove excess blood 
and chopped finely in ice -cold saline. The finely chopped tissue 
was then suspended in 50 mis of ice -cold saline and homogenized at 
full speed for 2 mine in a caring blendor surrounded by a jacket 
containing crushed ice and water. 
The homogenate obtained was then centrifuged for 3 hours at 3,500 
rpm at 40C in order to remove particulate matter. The clear 
reddish supernatant eas then decanted and used as the red cell 
sensitizing antigen. 
Human group C rhesus negative erythrocytes were sensitized with i 
in 5 or 1 in 10 dilutions of the saline extract in 0.15Y phosphate 
buffered saline W 8.0. 
sera obtained from patients several weeks after myocardial in- 
farction were titrated with both heart extract sensitized and 
bovine 14r-globulin sensitized erythrocytes. 
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(ii) Absor ..tion of sera with heart muscle extract sensitized cells, 
bovine obulin sensiti ed er throc tes and unsensitized 
erythrocytes, 
Human red cells were sensitized with extracts, of human heart and 
bovine ó -globulin (Cohn Till) and sera were absorbed with these 
cell suspensions and a suspension of unsensitized cells. 
0,2 ml serum 111811 diluted with 0.3 ml phosphate buffered saline 
and to each sample 0.5 ml of a 10% suspension of sensitized or 
unsensitized cells was added. The tubes wereehaken and allowed 
to stand at room temperature for 1 hour with occasional mixing of 
the contents. They were then centrifuged at 2000 rpm for 10 mine. 
0.7 ml of the supernatant sera was removed from each tube and added 
to 0.7 ml of a 10% cell suspension in another tube. The solutions 
were incubated at 4 °C overnight and then centrifuged at 2000 rpm at 
4 °C for 10 mina, The supernatant sera were removed and titrated 
for antiglobulin activity. 
"pecificity of antiglobulin factors. 
The reactant ii -globulin in the FXX tanned cell test for the 
rheumatoid factor is believed to be a 73 molecule which has been 
partially denatured or agrregated by heating (Kunkel 1959). The 
rheumatoid factor 1ä specific for ó -globulin end will not react 
with other proteins but it is not species specific and will react 
with human and bovine ó -globulin and rabbit antibody ó -globulin 
(Glynn and Holborrow 1957) . 
"inblad (1952) observed that dilute rabbit serum added to 
a 
system containing sensitized sheep cells and rheumatoid serum 
inhibited agglutination. Subsequently Heller et 
al (1954) 
established that human sera had the same effect 
and the inhibitory 
substance was found to be present entirely in 
the 8-globulin fraction 
They postulated. that ó- globulin had an affinity for the rheumatoid/ 
95 
rheumatoid factor and inhibited ag lutination by competin;- with the 
sensitized sheep cell for this factor. 
, +Xperi!nents were carried out to compare the specificities of the 
rheumatoid and the post myocardial infarct factor for different 
Ó- globulin preparations from the same and from different species. 
The ability of Ó -globulin preparations to inhibit agglutination 
by the two factors was also studied. 
M T:'.1 ̀riO DS ..._._........ 
(i) 7lutination of er throe tee sensitized smith different 
The ability of sera to agglutinate the following types of sensitized 
erythrocyte was studied and the titres compared:- 
(i) Bovine Ó -globulin (Cohn FiI) 
(ii) Partially denatured bovine ó -globulin 
(iii) Human ó -globulin (Cohn Fit) 
(iv) Partially denatured human ó- globulin 
(v) Sheep cells sensitized with rabbit sheep erythrocyte antibody. 
The '-globulin preparations were partially denatured by heating a. 
l.. solution in phosphate buffered saline PH 8.0 at 63°C for 10 mins. 
The sensitized sheep cell test was carried out by the method of 
Heller et al (1955). 
(ii) Inhibition of a- txlutinat on b 4bulin . 
The aglutination reaction was carried out in the presence of human 
and bovine Ó -globulin preparations both undenatured and partially 
denatured by heating. A solution of r..-globulin containing 5 mgms/ 
ml of protein in phosphate buffered saline was used as the serum 










of 20 -160 
Number of 
titres 




10 of sera 
positive 
ç,.:`i 
Table (1) indicates that 50% of the post myocardial 
infarct sera tested gave positive antiglobulin titres. 
Titres of 20 or greater were considered positive in 
this test and all the sera were tested not less than 
3 weeks after the infarction had occured. 
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(1) Physical Characterization 
%otivítL of a ..lobulin and ammonium sul hate fractions 
Table 2 records the activity of the euglobulin and 
supernatant fractions of the sera of 9 patients follow- 
ing myocardial infarction and one aliquot of pooled 
rheumatoid serum. 
In 8 of the 9 post -myocardial infarct sera not more 
than 11% of the anti globulin activity lv,s found in 
the euglobulin fraction. In one serum (case S2) 
5O of the activity was found to be associated with 
the euglobulin fraction. 1OO of the agglutinin 
activity of the rheumatoid serum was present in this 
fraction. As there was a certain lose of activity 
of the sera on dialysis the activity of the euglobulin 
fraction was expressed as a percentage of the total 
remaining activity. 
Table 3 shows that over 90% of the a-ntigiobulin activity 
in all trie post -myocardial infarct sera and the rheumatoid 
serum was present in the fraction precipitated by 46% 
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Carboxymethy1 cellulose cation- exchanee chromatography. 
(1) Rheumatoid serum 
graph 1 shows that chromatography of the globulin 
fraction of rheumatoid serum prepared by 4O 
saturätion with ammonium sulphate gave rise to 
two protein peaks. A major protein peak (FI) 
was eluted at PH 6.0 and s minor one (F'II) was 
eluted at PH 6.5. Table 4 shows that the specific 
activity of FI as found to be aver 6 times as great 
as that of FII. 
Plate No. (1) shows that on electrophoretic analysis 
on cellulose acetate paper at PH 8.6 both these 
chromatographic fractions behaved as eleatrophoretica,lly 
homogeneous ó- globulins. 
Ultra- centrifuge analysis of FI, as seen in table 5, 
revealed the presence of 2 components, a major com- 
ponent with a sedimentation constant of 5xlO 
-13 svedberg 
units and a minor component with a sedimentation con- 














































































































:iaectrophoretic analysis of, rheumatoid serum and ó -c lobulin 






by 3i1 saturation with 
ammonium sulphate. 
Fraction precipitated between 
34% and 446;, saturation with 
ammonium sulphate. 
(4) Chromatographic peak ì'I 





























pp FF pLa ('4 
eluted at 
FH 6.o 
.. i , 
(1) Major com- 
pc>nent n 
y 
O.l Wp Ii ' ` 1' 
(2) Minor com- 
ponent 
S = 17x10-'13 
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(2) .P.9atimp.ardial infarct eeruE (ca41e k.G. ) 
Graph (2) shows that ion - exchange chromatography 
of the 40 ammonium sulphate fraction of the eerum 
of patient (8G) , obtained 7 weeks after a myocardial 
infarction, gave rise to two peaks FI and 1ßI, eluted 
at PH 6.0 and 6.5 respectively. 
It is seen from Table 6 that all the antiglobulin 
activity was associated with FI and rii was totally 
inactive. 
'lectrophoretic analysis of FI and III on cellulose 
acetate paper at PH 8.6 indicates that both these 
fractions behaved eleotrophoretieally as zr -globulins 
(Plate (2)). 
Ultra centrifuge analysis of FI showed that 2 com- 
ponents were present (Table 7), a major component 
with a sedimentation constant of 5.7x10-13 svedberge 
and a minor component with an S value: of 16x1013. 
Table 7 also gives the results for the ultra centr- 
ifuge fractionation of (SG) serum in a partition 
cell. It is observed that the antiglobulin activity 









e P A P H (2) 
Cation exchange chromatography 














Electro horetio analysis of case F3G erum and ó-,:lobulin 
fractions on celliüpse acetate s:t :'H .. 
(1) SERUM (BG) 
(2) Fraction precipitated by 34 




Fraction mcipitated between 
34% and 4644 saturation with 
ammonium sulphate. 
Chromatographic peak 1I 
Chromatographic peak FII 
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TABLE 6 
Serum Fraction " "1tre 






Lower ultra centrifuge 
fraction '' 








(1) Major c ponent 
S = 5.7x10-4.) 
Chromatographic peak 
(VI) eluted at PH 6.0 (2) Minor component 
s = 16x10 -13 
W -globulin components (1) Ua or omponc.n.t 
of serum before , 
fractionation in ultra 
centrifuge 
Sae 7x10 -15 
(2) Minor component 
8 = 20x10 -13 
ó -globulin components (1) Major gomponent 
of lower cell fraction 
after spinning at 60,000 
rpm for 2 hrs. 
S = 7x,0 -1) 




(3) I Ost t1%' oßaI'di8,l infarct serum case s 
Graph 3 shows that ion- exchange chromatography 
of the 40% ammonium sulphate fraction of the 
serum of p -tient (s) obtained 5 weeks after a 
myocardial infarction, gave rise to two peaks 
FI and FIX eluted at PH 6.0 and 6.5 respectively. 
s in vase (W) all the antiglobulin activity was 
associated with FI and FIT was inactive. (Table 8) . 
It to seen from plate 3 that on electrophoretic 
analysis on cellulose acetate paper st PH 8.6 both 
these fractions behaved as electrophoretically 
homogeneous Zr-globulins. 
Ultra centrifuge analysis of FI showed that only 
one component was present with a sedimentation 
constant cif 5x10'13 svedbergs (Table 8) . 
GRAPH (3) 
Cation exchange chromatography 
of serum ' globulins (Case S) 












P H 6.0 PH 6.5 
PLATE (3) 




serum and ó .» obu],i 
ose acetate . er at PR 
SERUM (8) 
Chromatographic peak FI 













( case -' ) .r 6/r 
Chromatopaaphic 
Ueiiak (ni 
eluted at PH 6.o 3.65 ;;°F`, 5x10-13 
Chromatographic 
peak (FYY) 
eluted at PH 6.5 1.28 '- - 
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Starch ße1 electrophoresis of serum 
(1) .heumatoid. serum 
Graph No.(4) shows that the activity peak of 
the rheumatoid serum was associated with a 
protein fraction which migrated in the fast 
ó- globulin region towards the anode at PH 8.48. 
The activity peak did not coincide with the main 
ó- globulin protein peak. 
The photographs on Plate (5) show the correspond- 
ing mobilities of the starch gel fractions on 
cellulose acetate paper at PH 8.6. It is seen 
that the fraction containing the activity peak, 
zone (7) , migrated as a fast Zr-globulin bordering' 
on the f:-region, 
PLiv:IT. (4) 
alL212aLataraphoresis Patterns.. 
(1) Jna1yttoa1 electrophoresis of norma3 serum. 
(2) Preparative electrophoresis of rheumatoid 
serum. 
(3) Preparative electrophoresis of post-myocaxdial 
infarct serum (case G) 
111 N1111111111 
(4) Preparative electrophoresis of post-myocardial 
infarct serum (case BG) 
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TABLE 9 




















































































.U.A2..q2.12152Lt1041.94-21-gIa21103.- fraottons of rheumatoid 
serugi on ce-lulose 
(1) Rheumatoid serum 
(2) Starch gel zone -(4) 
(3) Starch gel zone (5) 
(4) Starch gel zone (6) 
(5) 
(6) 
Starch Fel zone (7) 
Starch gel zone (8) 
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(2) Poet myocardial infarct serum (cane G) 
Graph (5) shows that the activity peak 
of this serum, from patient (G) obtained 
3 weeks after a myocardial infarction, 
was associated with a fraction which mig- 
rated in the mid Y-globulin region and 
migrated towards the cathode at PH B.48. 
The activity peak actually coincided with 
the main /(-globulin protein peak in this 
serum. The photographs on plate (6) show 
that the active fraction zone (6) migrated 
in the mid Z(-globulin region on cellulose 


















































































Electrophoretic anal A.s of starch .el fractiouLmal= 
Wg2111111111.41a511-Perum case G. on cellulose 
acette Dater at PH b. 
(1) SUM (case G) 
(2) Starch gel zone (4) 
(3) starch rel zone (5) 
(4) Starch gel zone (6) 
(5) Starch gel zone (7) 
(6) tarch gel zone (8) 
ill 
(3) Post mutpardial infarct serum (case pc) 
It is observed from graph (6) that the 
activity peak of the serum of patient 
(BG), tested 7 weeks after a myocardial 
infarction, was associated with a fraction 
in the mid Ir -globulin region and mirrrated 
towards the cathode at PH 8.48. The 
activity peak coincided with the main 
y -globulin protein peak as in serum (G). 
Vlectrophoretic analysis of the starch gel 
'' -globulin fractions on cellulose acetate 
paper at PR 8.6 indicated that zone (6) 
containing the activity peak migrated in 
the mid '-globulin region. 
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TABLE 11 
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Antigenic ctlaracteri^ation of active fractions. 
(1) Rheumatoid serum 
Plate (7) gives the electrophoretic and 
immunoelectrophoretic patterns obtained 
for the active fraction of rheuratoid 
serum obtained by starch gel electro- 
phoresis at PH 8.48. 
Figure (1) gives the eleetrophoretio 
pattern of the reference serum on cell- 
ulose acetate paper at PH 8.6. 
Figure (2) gives the electrophoretic 
pattern of the active fraction eluted 
from zone (7) of the starch gel and 
figure (3) shows the precipitin arce 
obtained when this fraction aras allowed 
to diffuse arainst an antihuman globulin 
serum. 
PLATE (7) 







of zone (7) 
Im:nunoeleotro horesis 
of zone (7) 
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(2) Post myocardial infarct serum (case G) 
Plate (8) gives the electrophoretic and 
imrunoeieotrophoretic patterns obtained 
for the active fraction of post myocardial 
infarct serum (case G) obtained by starch 
gel electrophoresis at PH 8.48. 
Figure (1) gives the electrophoretic pattern 
of the serum at PH 8.6 on cellulose acetate 
paper. 
Figure (2) gives the electrophoretic pattern 
of the fraction eluted from zone (6) of the 
starch gel and figure (3) shows the precipitin 
aro obtained when this fraction was allowed 
to diffuse against an antihuman globulin serum. 
PLATE (8) 
!,ntigenia characterization of starch ae1 zone 6 of st- 








of zone (6) 
I mrnuno el ect ropho re s i s 
of zone (6) 
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(3) Post myocardial ,nfarctser,Ima!3aum 
Plate (9 ) gives the electrophoretic nd 
immunoelectrophoretic patterns obtained 
for the active fractions of post myocr)rdial 
infarct serum (case BG) obtained by starch 
gel electrophoresis at PH 8.48. 
Figure (1) qives the electrophoretic pattern 
of the reference serum. Figure (2) gives 
the electrophoretic pattern of the fraction 
eluted from zone (6) of the starch 17e1 and 
figure (3) shows the precipitin arc obtained 
when this fraction was allowed to diCfuse 
against an antihuman globulin serum. 
PLATE ( 9) 
!ati enic Mua tsri .WAon of stgar°h ze1 zone 








of zone ( 6) 
Immunoeleotro horeeie 
of zone (6) 
l l.6 
(2) Chemical Characterization 
ffect of amino prou. biaki P reagents on 
m°lutinin aet vity. 
Table 12 shows that on exposure to 
0.002M acetic anhydride or 0.00211 
1: fluoro 2:4 dinttrobenzene 100% 
of the agglutinin activity of both 
the post myocardial infarct sera. 
was lost. Slightly less activity 
was lost on exvosure of rheumatoid 
serum to the same conditions but 
this difference in percenta7e loss 


































1230 0 0 1M6fr 
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optimum 
Table 13 shows that the aglutinating 
activity of both aliquots of rheumatoid 
serum mas PH dependent, the titres 
reaching a maximum at PH 8.0. The ag$7- 
lutinating activity of the four post 
myocardial infarct sera tested was not 
PH dependent and the same titres were 


















infarct (case 1) 
Post myocardial 
infarct (cape 2) 
Post myocardial 
infarct (case 3) 
Post myocardial 

































Treatment tth 142 cyc te;ine 
Table 14 eh©wa that over 90 of the agFluttnin activity of rheur atoic 
and post myocardial infarct serum wee lost after dialysis against 
0.5 cystetne PH 8.5. Similar treatment of the rabbit antiserum 
caused no lass; in activity. 
r ` eatuient with O.13Á thin ~iycoll.fc nci1i. 
Table 15 shows that treatment of rheumatoid and the 4 post myocardial 
infarct sera tested with 0.1M thioälycoIlio acid followed by dialysis 
against 0.02Y iodoacetate res. lted in 97-100% loss in serelo7ioal 
activity. On dialysis of the thioglycol7 ic; acid treated sera agains 
0.151 phosphate buffer pH 8.0 there was a alight regeneration of act- 
ivity and in case (1) the activity was completely restored. The act 
ivity of the rabbit antiserum was not affected by this treatment. 
Treatment with 0.1M sodium sul bite. 
Table 16 shows that treatment of rheumatoid serum with 0.1M sodium 
sulphite resulted in over 90% loss of the a e.lutinin activity. `'i.mi 
treatment of the poet myocardial infarct serum resulted in 7,0;,, lose i 
a Mlutinin activity whereas the activity of the rabbit antiserum was 
not affected at all. 
Treatment with Ex urea. 
Table 17 snows that 96% of the activity of rheumatoid serum was lost 
after dialysis against 6M urea. 75'ß of the agelutinín activity of t 
post myocardial infarct serum weft lost whereas there was a eonsiderab 
enhancement of the activity of the rabbit antiserum. 
Heat stability. 
Table 18 shows that all the sera were stable at 5r00. At 
600e there 
was some loss of activity of the rheumatoid serum and 3 of the post 
myocardial infarct sera. At 6500 approximately 904 of the ag "lutin 













rthritis 5120 0 107; 
Post myocardial 
infarct (case 1) 20 40 94 
Post myocardial 
infarct (case 2) 0 100 
Post myocardial 
infarct (case 3) .--..n ,,,.- 0 94 
,s..bbit antihuman 






















Arthritis 5120 1(/) 96 20 99 
Post myocardial 
infarct (case 1) 640 ,';,10 97 
Post myocardial 
infarct (case 2) 2560 o o r7,0 
Post myocardial 
infarct (caae 3) 2560 0 
Post myocardial 
infarct (case 4) 2560 320 t 
Rabbit anti- 
human 91obu1in 








































Arthritis 5120 160 
. 96 
Post myocardial 
infarction 6/10 J_,, 75 
Rabbit anti- 
human globulin 


















Arthritis 10,240 10,240 5120 160 98 
Post myocardial 
infarct (cape .1,) 2560 2560 1280 :20 99 
Post myocardial 
infarct (case P.) 40 if) -.0 ,) 1.0 
:Oost myocardial 
infarct (case He) 2560 2560 12 Pr") 99 
Post myocardial 
infarct (case Su) 2560 ':,:::;.0 "I7,0 32 0 F;7 
1T 
(3) Immunolozioal characteriulkla 
T ttratton of 
k r 
Mble 19 shows that none, of the 15 popt myocardial 
infarct sera tested avlutinated human erythrocytes 
sensitized with extracts of human heart. 5 sera, 
which gave positive titres with r -globulin sensi- 
tized cells gave negative titres with the heart 
extract. 
4bsorptiçm of rtnd Qrythroc 
aafttalhmatgaonsitized with human heart 
eztraot 
Table 20 indicates that absorption of the rheumatoid 
and post myocardial infarct sera with unsensitized 
red cells and cells sensitized with extracts of 
human heart resulted in no reduction of seroloFical 
activity. Absorption 'of rheumatoid serum with 
W-globulin sensitized erythrocytes resulted in 
a partial loss of activity whereas absorption of 
post myocardial infarct sera resulted in 87,$) and 











15 post myocardial 
infarct cases - p 
Rheumatoid 
rthritis 5120 Q 
Post myocardial 
infarct (case S) 1280 o 
Post myocardial 
infarct (case D) 160 0 
Post myocardial 
infarct (case McK) , s C° 
Post myocardial 
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Poet myooardial 




cif toit of agglutinati factors. 
Table 21 shows that the rheumatoid serum 
and all trie post myocardial infarct sera 
gave positive agglutination titres with 
denatured and undenatureci bovine r-globulin 
sensitized erythrocyTes. 
Only the rheumatoid serum and the post myo- 
cardial infarct serum (case H) gave positive 
titres with denatured human tr-globulin and 
all the sera gave negative titres with un- 
denatured human Zr-globulin. 
Only the rheumatoid serum agglutinated 
sensitized sheep cells. A positive titre 
in this test is greater than 1 in 64. 
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Post M¡¡'.I 
(.!`i ° EÌ e Lp ) 
Post M . i 
( case Su) 
Post LI. 
( case H) 
Post Y.I. 



































Uthibition of arluttnation by lobulin. 
Table 22 shows that the agglutinating activity 
of both the rheumatoid and post myocardial 
infarct sera was inhibited by the presence of 
undenatured or denatured bovine S' -globulin. 
One aliquot of rheumatoid serum (2) was in- 
hibited by denatured and undenatured human 
Y-globulin whereas aliquot (1) was inhib- 
ited by denatured human Y-globulin only. 
All the post myocardial infarct sera tested 
were inhibited by denatured human Y-globulin 
and 3 of these sera were also inhibited by 
undenatured human Ir-globulin. 
























t+rthritie(1) 20,480 0 20,480 2560 
Theumatoid 




(case (1)) 80 0 
Post M.I. 
(case (2)) 160 20 aF, 
Post U . I . 
(case (3)) 20,480 0 20,480 :, 
Post M.I. 
(case (4)) 160 ^ 0 0 
Post ?.I. 








































Physical characterisation of the antiglobulin present in 
the sera of 30 of the 58 patients studied after myocardial in- 
farction snowed it to be a ''-globulin with many of the properties 
of an antibody. A comparison of its physical and immunological 
properties with those of the rheumatoid factor established several 
distinct differences between the two factors and these will be 
emphasised in the present discussion. 
Precipitation of the euglobulin fraction of post myocardial 
infarct sera showed. that in approximately 940 of the cases only 
between O and 11% of the agglutinin activity was found to be assoc- 
iated with this fraction whereas 10 of the agglutinin activity 
of rheumatoid sera was found in the euglobulin fraction. In one 
serologieally active post myocardial infarct serum, however, 50% 
of the activity was present in the euglobulin fraction. This serum 
gave a low positive sheep cell test suggesting that part of the 
activity was due to the presence of the rheumatoid FII amc-lutinatíng 
factor. 
Ammonium sulphate fractionation of both rheumatoid and 
post myocardial infarct serum followed by titration of the fractions 
indicated that approximately 90% of the agglutinin activity was 
associated with the fraction precipitated. by 46% saturation with 
ammonium sulphate. Analytical electrophoresis of these fractions 
on cellulose acetate paper at PH 8.6 showed that the agglutinin 
activity was associated le .th the bf -globulin fraction in both sera. 
Ion - exchange chromatography of the serum fractions pre- 
cipitated by 40 saturation with ammonium sulphate on a carboxy- 
methyl cellulose cation exchange resin effected a resolution into / 
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into two á-globulin components in both eeen. A major protein 
peak was eluted at pH 6.n with phosphate buffer F}nd a minor peak 
at PH 6.5. In the case of . tì.ze rheumatoid. serum the specific 
activity of the first peak was over six times that of the second 
peak whereas all the activity of the post MYoc3rdi.a.1 infarct sera 
was associated with the first chromatographic zrectiOr_, the eecond 
;-.f.ying totally inactive. It wa<, found, however, that the protein 
binding capacity of the resin wae low at PH 5.2, the PH used for 
buffering the column, and a large proportion of the protein applied 
was washed off with the enuâ.libsating buffer. The final protein 
concentrations of the w3uted and ooncentrat.er.i fractions were con- 
se'a:usntly low and it is conceivable that any differences in activity 
distribution in the two sera may wen be due to love of agglutinin 
actirity in the fraction eluted at PH 6.5 reducing the activity to 
undetectable amounts, rather than to differences in their ion exchange 
characteristics. 
.Aec}rophoretica analysis of the two chromatographic 
fractions of the post myocardial 5.nfarot sera on cellulose acetate 
paper at PH 8.6 showed that both fractions migrateci as ii-globulins 
and appeared to be e;1ectrophoreti.a:aal.ï,y hon:ce7eneraua. Ultra centri- 
fuge analysis of the first active chromatographic fraction of 
rheumatoid serum eluted at PH 6.0 showed that it consisted of two 
molecular species; a ,major component with a sedimentation constant 
of 5.0x10"13 svecibergs and. a ;Winos component with a sedimentation 
constant of 13x10°'13 a=vedbergs. Ultra centrifuge analysais of the 
first chroTl'iatographic fraction of one post rclycscardía<l infarct serum 
(caeA BG) also revealed the presenc:c, of two components with sed- 
imentation constants of 5.7x10-13 evedbergs and 16x10"13 svedbergas / 
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16x10'13 svedberga for the major and minor components respectively. 
Analysis of the fig: et chromatographic fraction of a :second 
post myocardial infarct serum ( case S) snowed that only one com- 
ponent was present which had a sedimentation constant of 5x10"13 
svedbergs. These S values are not corrected for concentration 
effects due to the limited amount of material available but it is 
obvious that the 58 and 13 -16$ components correapondato the normal 
79 ó -glo bulin and 199 macroRlo ilin components of human serum 
respectively (3vedberg and Pedersen 1940) . 
Preparative ultra centrifuge experiments, in which post - 
myocardial infarct serum was fractionated in a partition cell into 
heavy and light components so that the lower cell contained all the 
macromolecular 19S material, showed that the agrrlutinin activity 
was associated with both fractions. These reeultrs are however 
equivocal and the activity of the lower fraction may well be due to 
the presence of the light 7$ components which are inevitably present. 
Chemical evidence regarding the nature of the antiglobulin 
molecule in post myocardial infarct sera was more convincing. Treat- 
ment of sera with 0.1M thioglycollic acid (TGA) followed by dialyeis 
against 0.02M iodoacetate in phosphate buffer PH 8.0 resulted in 
97-100% loss of serological activity. ^tmilar treatment of rheum - 
atoid serum resulted in 99% toes of activity, suggesting that the 
post myocardial infarct antiglobulin, like the rheum.totç3 factor, 
is susceptible to destruction by sulphydryl rea!renta. In certain 
cases a lower loss in agglutinin activity was obtained when the 
TGA treated sera were dialysed against buffer alone. It has been 
shown (ßeutch and Morton 1957; Fudenberg and Kunkel (1957 and 1958) 
that sera containing antibodies of the high molecular weight 198 
class are inactivated by sulphydryl reagents, due to destruction/ 
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destruction of the disulphide bonds maintaining the integrity of the 
molecule, with the formation of serologioally inactive subunits. 
The iodoaoetate, which is a sulphydryl group blocking reagent, 
prevents reconstitution of the disulphide bonds on dialysis aFrainst 
buffer. Amilar treatment of a rabbit antihuman globulin serum 
resulted in no loss of agglutinin activity due to the fact that 
the antibodies of rabbit serum belong almost entirely to the low 
molecular weight 7 class (Kabat 1939) and are therefore not affected 
by eulphydryl reagents. 
The results obtained on treatment of sera with cysteine 
and .sodium sulphite substantiate this evidence and both reagents 
caused inactivation of rheumatoid and post myocardial infarct serum 
but had no effect on the rabbit antieerum. The evidence presented 
thue strongly suggests that the agglutinin activity of post myo- 
cardial infarct sera is associated, at least in part, with the 
macroglobulin fraction of serum. It is possible that the activity 
is associated with both the high and the low molecular weight if - 
globulins. The Wasserman antibodies or syphilitic reagina of 
human origin have been shown to consist of two components with 
sedimentation constants of 7S and 19$ (Davis, Moore, Mat and 
Harris 1945) and the warm and cold autoantibodies of acquired 
hemolytic anaemia belong to the 7 and 19S clase respectively 
(1'udenberg, Kunkel and Franklin 1958). 
It appears that the agglutinins of rheumatoid and post 
myocardial infarct sera are susceptible to urea and on dialysis 
against 6m urea 96% of the activity of rheumatoid serum aad 75% 
of the activity of the post myocardial infarct serum was lost. 
This is in contrast to the results of Putnam (1959) who retorted / 
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reported that the macroglobulins of a number of macroglobulinemic 
sera could be disrupted by lulphydryl reagents but not by temper- 
ature, ultra sonic vibration or urea and sugFested that the forces 
involved in maintaining the integrity of the molecule were covalent 
disulphide bonds and not merely electrostatic linkages. The results 
obtained in this investigation* however, suggest that both oovalant 
disulphide bonds and electrostatic linkages are involved in the 
structure of the rheumatoid and post myocardial infarct agglutinins. 
The unusual effect of .urea on the agglutinin activity of rabbit anti- 
human globulin serum has not been satisfactorily explained but it is 
possible that unfolding of the globulin molecule, due to breakage 
of electrostatic linkages, causes exposure of latent antibody sites 
which are then available for combination with antigen. 
The heat stability of the rheumatoid and post myocardial 
infarct agglutinating factors conforms with that of antibody heat 
stability (Boyd 1947) and it was found that whereas both factors 
were stable at 5500, there was increasing loss of activity at 60°C 
and at 65°0 over 9 of the serological activity of all the sera 
was lost. 
starch gel electrophoresis of rheumatoid and post myo- 
cardial infarct sera revealed a difference in the electrophoretic 
properties of the two faotors at PH 8.48. -;:lectrophorents of 
rheumutoid serum showed that 910 of the agglutinin activity was 
associated with a fraction which migrated in the fast Y 
region towards the anode. Lnalytical electrophoresis of the 
globulin fractions eluted from the gel, on cellulose acetate paper 
at PH 8.6e showed that the fraction containing the activity peak 
migrated in the fast Y-globulin region bordering on the rarea./ 
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-area. No/3 -globulin band was visible in the starch gel 
;e ment from which thi e fraction was eluted but it is likely that 
some trailing of the fractions occurs in amounts not sufficiently 
large to be observed as a visible protein bind but detectable on 
cellulose acetate paper. 
on starch gel electrophoresis of post myocardial infarct 
serum it way; found that the activity peak was associated with a 
fraction in the mid ?i -globulin region which migrated towards the 
cathode. Analytical electrophoresis of the globulin fractions 
of these post myocardial infarct sera on cellulose acetate paper 
showed 75% and 94, of the activity of the two sera respectively to 
be associated with afraction which migrated in the slow to mid 
Y -globulin region, although it was difficult to distinguish in 
this system between fractions which migrated towards the cathode 
in the mid and slow Y -globulin region. 
The serologically active fractions of rheumatoid and 
post myocardial infarct sera prepared by starch Orel electrophoresis 
were shown to be antigenically as well as electre,phoreticall.y distinct. 
when the active fraction of rheumatoid serum was subjected to iuno- 
electrophoresis on cellulose acetate paper against a rabbit anti- 
human globulin serum, two antigenically distinct, intersecting, 
precipitation arcs were obtained, {:hen compared with the electro- 
phoretic pattern obtained for this fraction it was observed that the 
first precipitation arc te. that nearest the origin extended over a 
broad area in the fast Y--globulin and X13 -globulin region. The 
second arc coincided with a band in the oC 2 -globulin region bordering 
on theft-region.. It is evident that the agglutinin activity of rheum- - 
atoid serum is distributed over a wide range of fractions from the fasti 
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theC(2 -glo bulin region. This finding agrees with the results of 
nvartz (1957 (ii) and Kunkel, Franklin and Muller- 'Eberhard (1959) 
who located the haemag lutinin activity in a broad peak in the fast 
Ij -globulin region bordering on the )3 -region. 
Immunoelectrophoretio analysis of the.active; fractions of 
the post myocardial infarct sera revealed the presence of only one 
preoipitation arc, the apex of which coincided with the axis of a 
protein band in the mid Ili-globulin region. The serological activ- 
ity of the post Myocardial infarct sera is thus clearly aseocia.ted 
with a protein fraction which behaves electrophoretically and anti - 
genically as a Ó -globulin. 
It must be emphasised that individual ,genetic variations in 
the eleotrophoretie mobility of these proteins may occur and these 
results apply only to the sera investigated. Fudenberg and Kunkel 
(1957) showed, for example, that the haemagclutinin activity of the 
cold autoantibodies of acquired hemolytic anaemia sera was associated 
with protein fractions ranging from the fast ó to theß- Globulin 
region in different patients. 
It is apparent from this study of the physical characterist- 
ics of the post myocardial infarct antiglobulin that it possesses 
certain distinguishing features from the rheumatoid factor although, 
serolor..icall.y, it behaves identically in the FIT agglutination test. 
It has not hitherto been reported that false positive results for 
the rheumatoid factor are obtained in this test with post myocardial 
infarct sera, although it is well known that FiI sensitized erythro- 
cytes are agglutinated by the sera of a small percentage of patients 
with rheumatoid -like lesions such as disseminated lupus erytheMat- 
osus, ankylosing spondylitis, psoriasis, periarteritis nodosa, / 
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nodose, dermatomyositis, ea well as certain hepatocellular legions 
such as hepatic cirrhosis and infective hepatitis and by syphilitic 
sera (Ziff 1957; Svartz 1958 (ii)). In a systematic study of the 
"false positive" tests Dresner et al (Dreener and Trombly 1959) showed 
that the sera from patients with hepatocellular lesions, certain 
collagen diseases and syphilis caused agglutination of latex particles 
coated with FIX. Hie results showed that there is a fundamental 
difference between the factors responsible for latex agglutination 
and agglutination of sheep cell ensitized with rabbit antibody and 
whereas in hepatic diseases, certain viral infections and syphilis 
the latex fixation test was commonly positive the Rose-waaler sheep 
cell test was almost invariably negative. 
Although the majority of these "false positive" results 
belong to three dietinct groups of diseases which should rarely 
lead to confusion with rheumatoid arthritis, they may themselves 
be of considerable diagnostic value. 
Poesible interference of the naturally assuring blood 
group iso agglutinine in this system was ruled out by the absorption 
experiments, in which it was shown that no loss of seroloeical activ- 
ity occured on absorption of post myocardial infarct sera with un- 
sensitized erythrocytes. It is significant that only one of the 
sera investigated gave a positive sheep.cell test and there is thus 
a olear immunological distinction between the two factors. It seems 
that the true rheumatoid factor has a wider range of specificity with 
regard to the modified br-globulins with which it reacts than the post 
myocardial infarct factor. The rheumatoid factor is believed to 
consist of at least two factors and Heller and 1(olodny (1955) found 
that several reactant variants of the rheumatoid agglutinating factors / 
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factors were present in Cohn rIII preparations of rheumatoid serum. 
Some of the more marked variants in serum produced positive reactions 
in the sheep erythrocyte agglutinin test (SFA test) and negative 
reactions in the FII agglutinin test and vice versa indicating the 
wide heterogeniety of the rheumatoid factors. It %me also found 
that positive sera absorbed with the SEA reagent remained positive 
to the III cell reagent. The post myocardial infarct antiglobulin 
thus appears to resemble serological iy the VII agglutinating reagent 
present in rheumatoid Serum but not the sheep cell factor. 
Although rheumatoid. sera would agglutinate erythrocytes 
sensitized with denatured bovine and human Cohn "II, only one of 
the poet myocardial infarct sera tested agglutinated cells sensitized 
with human ó -globulin but this serum gave a negative sheer cell test. 
This does not, however, negate the possibility that the reactant anti - 
globulin was identical to the rheumatoid factor and this serum may 
be similar to those studied by Heller et al (1955) which gave positive 
'II tests but negative sheep cell tests. inhibition tests, on the 
other hand., showed that the agglutinin activity of both rheumatoid 
and post myocardial infarct sera was inhibited by the presence of 
denatured human and bovine Ó -globulin, indicating that both these 
proteins fall within the specificity renuirements of the two anti - 
globulins. The failure of post myocardial infarct sera to agglut- 
inate human Ó- globulin sensitized celle may be due to a difference 
in the degree of purity of the two preparations as it appears that 
partial modification or denaturation by heating or ageing of the 
Ó -globulin is required for maximal activity in the VII test 
(Glynn and Holborrow 195{). 
The possibility that post myocardial infarct sera may / 
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maycontain U` t a i i iL t vanvibo a i e s to components Cf heart musvlÜtissue 
i e i Áv ost izC1rd but yielded nfffat iv e 1tsÄlt s. The sera dsq not 
e.g,,1uti.nate human group Rhesus nega3.til*:, erythrocytes sensitized 
wit;.i saline extracts of human heart tissue nor did absorption of 
the aera with heart extract sensi,txzed cells result in any 3,taer of 
ag-:auti:ain activity. 
These results sugFeízt that either the autfls.ntilrod.i,os 
reported by Dornbusch (1957) a.nt,:. Gory, L'avise end ihrenfel.i (1960 ) 
were not present i.n these sera or that the erythrocytes were in- 
adequately sensitized. This seconq possibility must not be ex- 
cluded as an appreciable degree of ;aer,rulys#.s was observed foll od ng 
sensitization with the heart e:,.tra.et. 
Absorption of t?1e post myocardial infarct sera with :'Iv 
sensitized erythrocytes resulte in a large or total los of agn3.ut- 
inin activity whereas absorption of rheumatoid sera with the cells 
brought abcUt a ueglíp;át1e lass of activity. This difference in 
absorption behaviour is interesting and indicates that the avi.3ity 
of the rheumatoid agglutinin for its anti.Fen is lower tha.n that of 
the post myocardial infarct factor. This sugrests that whereas the 
l.ati,61 participates in the typical antigen-antibody linkages of the 
H-bond and electrostatic type (Landsteiner 1946) , the former may 
partici.p,ate predominantly in weaker electrostatic 1inka^es of thE? 
Van czar :.auls type. This hypothesis is further substantiated 
by the PH dependerxc.f, of the rraeumstoifi factor 4:.,:::tutir.ati,an re- 
action. It appears that taggluti.raation is inhibited below PH 8.0 
und increases from PH 6.5 to PH 8. 0, reflecting a rec±uiTou3f:Ylt fox 
free uncharged - UH2 groups pose;essin. a"lone pair" of eM"s.evtror:s, 
whereas agnlvti.r-31:3.tcu by poet myocardial infarct sera is not PH 
dependent and occurs equally well between PH 6.5 and PH 8.0. 
Heimer, :r ed.ez°ico and Fxeyberg (1958) also observed this NH / 
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PH dependence for the sheep cell test and showed that maximal 
agglutination occured above PH 7.0 wita inhibition below PH 7.0 
whereas sera. from patients with other collagen diseaees were shown 
to be active as low as PH 5.2. 
It appeared, however, that free amino groups are involved 
in both agglutination mechanisms are completely inhibited by amino 
group blocking reagents such as 1: fluoro 2:4 dinitrObeneene and 
acetic anhydride. 
axtensive speculation on the pathological significance 
of the post myocardial infarct antiglobulin is not justifiable on 
the basis of this investigation but it is conceivable that it bears 
some relation to the heart specific autoantibodies reported by 
Dornbusch (1957) and Gery, Davis and Ehrenf (1960) and reflects 
an immune response to some component of heart muscle tissue which 
has been modified and rendered antigenic as a result of tissue damage. 
This hypothesis, however, was not substantiated by the agglutination 
and absorption experiments using human heart extracts and it is more 
plausible to assume, in light of the evidence presented, that they 
represent a secondary manifestation of some primary immune response 
resulting from a breakdown of the autoimmune homeostatic mechanism 
postulated by Burnet (1959) in his "clonal selection" theory. 
It is worthy of note that in a patient with active Hashimotos 
thyroiditis antibodies to thyroglobulin and Y-globulin were present 
in the serum watch gave a titre of 1:10,240 with purified human 
thyroglobulin and 1:640 with bovine Ir-globulin in the tanned cell 
test. ahereas the serum of another patient suffering from Hashimotos 
thyroiditis gave a positive antithyroglobulin and antilf -globulin 
titre before thyroidectomy but after thyroidertomy the anti/ 
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aaatithyroglobulin titre fell to zero whereas the anti ó -c^lobulin 
titre persisted. 
The results would appear to support the theory of Burnet 
(1959) that the production of autoantibodies is the result of the 
general failure of some homeostatic mechanism which allow' the 
proliferation of certain "forbidden clones" of cells capable of 
producing antibodies to a spectrum of chemical patterns so that 
antibodies are produced not only to the circulating thyroglobulin 
but also to other body constituents including the patients own 
ó- globulin, the latter persisting after removal of the dammed 
thyroid tissue when the antigenic stimulus of thyroglobulin is no 
lengalaccessible. 
There have been other reports of the occurence of two or 
more circulating autoantibodies in one patient in supr,ort of this 
theory. easasijerna (1959) reported the case of a patient suffering 
simultaneously from severe haemolytic anaemia and Hashiwotoe disease, 
when the serum gave a strongly positive direct Coombs test for cold 
autoantibodies and also possessed a high titre for thyroid auto - 
antibodies. The existence of haemolytic anaemia and thrombocytopenia 
in the same patient has also been reported (Evans 1951) and of haemo- 
lytic anaemia and leukopenia (flameshek (1953). Leukopenta and thrombo- 
cytopenia as well as haemolytic anaemia are sometimes found in cases 
of disseminated lupus erythematosus and Dameshek (1958) considers 
this disease to be a complex autoimmune disorder. 
On the basis of these findines the presence of antibodies 
to ó -globulin in the sera of patients following necrotic lesions 
of the myocardium can be feasibly explained if one accepts the 
premise Viet myocardial infarction involves autoimmune responses 
engendered by a breakdown of homeostatic control. 
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It may be atgued that the non specificity o these 
¡Jr-globulins denies them antibody status and although this 
may be true according to classical immunological theories, 
in the light of the clonal selection theory of Burnet (1959) 
an antibody is less specifically definable and "any population 
of globulin molecules in a body fluid which can unite to a 
specifically limited range of chemical patterns can justifiably 
be called antibodies." 
(1) A pathoïo, i ;al protein with the properties of an antiglobulin 
has been demonstratQd in the sera of Ì^ of the patients tested 
f'ollowing myocardial infarction and has bf;eTl differentiated from 
the 'rheumatoid factor.' 
(2) It reacts with human and. bovine FI I ó- globulin but not with 
sensitized sheep cells and not with human heart extract. 
(3) Physical characterization has shown it to be a /r-globulin 
less than 11, of Which is associated with the insoluble euglobulin 
fraction of serum, over 90;44 of the agglutinin activity being assoc- 
iated with a fraction precipitated by 46% saturation with (NH4)2SO4, 
(4) Starch gel electrophoresis of post myocardial infarct sera 
at 8.48 has shown that the activity is associated with a fraction 
which migrates in the mid Ii- globulin region. 
(5) Antigenic characterization of the active fraction by immuno- 
eleotrophoresis on cellulose acetate paper has shown that it con- 
sists of single antigenic species behaving electrophoretically as 
a ii -globulin. 
(6) Ultra- centrifuge fractionation of the serum suggests that 
the agglutinin activity is associated. with both high and low 
molecular weight Ó -globulins. Destruction of serological activity 
by sulphydryl reagents and sulphite however, supports the view that 
the activity is associated with the high molecular weight com- 
ponents of serum. 
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(7) The factor is inactivated by dialysis against 611 urea 
indicating that H- bonding and electrostatic linkages in addition 
to disulphide bonds are involved in the structure of the active 
molecule. 
(8) The heat stability of the agglutinating factor c®nforms 
with that of other antibodies. It is stable at 55°C with 
some inactivation at 60°C and at 65°c over of the activity 
is lost. 
(9) The agglutination mechanism in which the antiglobulin 
participates is not PH dependent but inactivation by amino group 
blocking reagents, fluorodinitrobenzene and acetic anhydride 
indicates that -Nii2 groups are involved in the agglutination. 
(10) It is suggested that antiglobulin reflects an autoimmune 
response to the antigenic stimulus of the modified components 
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